MID YEAR CATALOGUE 2014
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Mailing
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Pegi Williams Book Shop presents MID YEAR CATALOGUE 2014.
FREE POSTAGE/DELIVERY applies to all orders and 10% SCHOOL
DISCOUNT off the RRP of all titles except specials which attract extra
discount. Selections from this brochure are available “ON APPROVAL”
and extended payment terms are available upon request.
Please number Quantity column alongside corresponding numbers
on back page Order Form (multiples are available) and return to
Pegi Williams Book Shop. Books will be supplied immediately.
Specific categories, general selections, individual titles and overseas
publications can be supplied anytime during the year. Most CHILDREN’S
BOOKLIST SHORTLIST 2014 titles are currently available..
Please check out our web site for this mailing at
www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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Children’s Book Specialists
ABN 76 048 485 891

CHILDREN’S BOOK WEEK: 16th – 22nd August 2014
THEME: Connect to Reading
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1. First Geography Encyclopedia (Dorling Kindersley)  $24.99 $19.99

Unearth the fascinating processes that have shaped our planet. The First Geography
Encyclopedia takes you on a fascinating journey around the world. How does our planet
work? How do people use its resources? Find out inside this guide, the only encyclopedia
for this age group that covers the subjects of human geography, physical geography and
geology together in one volume.

Index

2. Guinness World Records 2015 DUE SEPTEMBER 2014 $42.95 $24.95

Latest edition of the Guinness World Records celebrates their landmark anniversary as
well as showcasing the very best of the most recent world records. New for 2015 is a
Flashback feature, tracking how records have changed over six decades.

3. Isabella’s Garden BIG BOOK
(Glenda Millard and Rebecca Cool) 

$44.95 $35.96

Following the well known structure of The House That Jack Built, Isabella’s Garden tells
the tale of growth and seasonal change, beginning and ending with the seeds that slept in
the soil all dark and deep and how they bloom, flourish and ultimately lead to new growth.
Told with great warmth, this is a comforting story about the cycle of life in its many forms.

4. Kick With My Left Foot (Pail Sedden and Karen Briggs) $19.99 $15.99
I pull the sock on my left foot, pull the sock on my right foot, I lace up the boot on my
left foot, I lace up the boot on my right foot ...It’s time for footy! A cheerful, energetic
story about a young boy playing AFL. This book was produced through the Emerging
Indigenous Picture Book Mentoring Project, a joint initiative between The Little Big Book
Club and Allen & Unwin, assisted by the Australian Government through the Australia
Council, its arts funding and advisory body.

5. Loyal Creatures (Morris Gleitzman) 

$19.99 $15.99

Like many of his mates from the bush, Frank Ballantyne is keen to join the grand
adventure and do his bit. So Frank ups his age and volunteers with his horse Daisy ...
and his dad. In the deserts of Egypt and Palestine he experiences all the adventure he
ever wanted, and a few things he wasn’t expecting. From Gallipoli to the famous charge
at Beersheba, through to the end of the war and its unforgettable aftermath, Frank’s story
grows out of some key moments in Australia’s history. Age 12+

6. Lucas and Jack (Ellie Royce and Andrew McLean) 

$24.99 $19.99

7. M
 essenger: The Legend of Joan of Arc
GRAPHIC NOVEL (Tony Lee and Sam Hart) 

$22.95 $18.36

Pages 1
Pages 2-4
Page 4
Pages 4-6
Page 7

New Releases
Australian Picture Books
Pamela Allen
Author Special
Overseas Picture Books
Mo Willems
Author Special

Pages 7-11 Australian Novels
Pages 12-16 Overseas Novels
Hot Topic:
Pages 16-17 World Cup Football
Pages 17-18 Information
Pages 19

July/August
New Releases

Page 20

Order Form

Every week Lucas’ mum visits Great Grandpop at the nursing home. And every week
Lucas waits for her outside. Waiting is boring! Until Lucas meets Jack. Jack is tricky and
Jack is fun, and he is a great storyteller. Lucas and Jack encourages children to ask
questions, be curious, imaginative and empathetic, and that regardless of age, we all
have more in common than you think!

Shaping a story from the original transcripts of Joan of Arc’s trial before her death at the
stake, Tony Lee portrays the extraordinary life of a young farm girl who becomes the
leader of an army of men. Her story tells of a young woman who has an unflinching faith
in God and in herself. It is also a story of someone prepared to risk everything in the battle
for freedom and independence.

8. Mr Chicken Lands on London (Leigh Hobbs) 

$24.99 $19.99

Mr Chicken can’t wait another minute, so he finishes his breakfast, collects his camera
and flies to London. He wants to see everything. Join Mr Chicken and let him show you
his favourite city in all the world. From the creator of Mr Chicken Goes to Paris.

9. The Heuys #3: None the Number (Oliver Jeffers) 

$24.99 $19.99

■9
 9 Walkerville Terrace
Walkerville 5081
South Australia
P
 O Box 1
Collinswood 5081
South Australia
Within Australia:
P 08 8344 6457
F 08 8344 6460

The thing about the Hueys was that they loved numbers: 0, 1, 2, 3... Wait! 0? Is ‘none’ a
number? Join the Hueys for a counting conundrum! This witty and lively pictorial debate
makes numbers interesting and fun!

International:
P +61 8 8344 6457
F +61 8 8344 6460

10. W
 here’s Wally? The Totally Essential Travel Collection (Martin
Handford) 
$24.95 $19.96

E sales@pegiwilliams.com.au
W www.pegiwilliams.com.au

Just what you’ve been waiting for... All the wondrous Wally worlds in one! Seven
sensational classic Where’s Wally? books packed into a handy-sized edition. Join the
spectacular search for Wally and be sure to send a postcard to all of your friends!

ABN 76 048 485 891
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AUSTRALIAN PICTURE BOOKS (11-55)
(Includes GST)
(RRP) (school)

11. Adorable Alice (Cassandra Webb and Michaela Blassing) 

$24.99 $22.50

12. All My Kisses (Kerry Brown and Jedda Robaard) 

$24.99 $22.50

13. Amazing A-Z Thing, The (Sally Morgan and Bronwyn Bancroft) 

$24.95 $22.46

14. B is for Bedtime (Margaret Hamilton and Anna Pignataro) 

$24.95 $22.50

15. Bring on the Birds (Susan Stockdale) 

$24.99 $22.50

16. Butterfly and Oscar (Tricia Oktober) 

$24.95 $22.46

17. Chooky-Doodle-Doo (Jan Whiten and Sinead Hanley) 

$24.95 $22.46

18. Crikey and Cat (Chris McKimmie) 

$29.99 $27.00

19. Croc and the Platypus, The (Jackie Hosking and Marjorie Crosby-Fairall) 

$24.99 $22.50

20. Cuckoo, The (Gary Crew and Naomi Turvey) 

$29.95 $26.96

21. Dreamers (Ezekiel Kwaymullina and Sally Morgan) 

$24.99 $22.50

22. Duck and the Darklings, The (Glenda Millard and Stephen Michael King) 

$24.99 $22.50

23. Edward and the Great Discovery (Rebecca McRitchie and Celeste Hulme) 

$24.99 $22.50

24. Feast for Wombat (Sally Morgan and Tania Erzinger) 

$24.99 $22.50

25. First Flight (David Miller) 

$24.99 $22.50

26. Good Dog Hank (Jackie French and Nina Rycroft) 

$24.99 $22.50

Alice is adorable. With her arms tied in a knot, lips buttoned and eyes blindfolded, she explores her home in a different way
every day of the week. See what Alice discovers.
Abby was very kissable. Every night she would be kissed, Once on the end of her nose, Twice on her forehead, And countless
times all over the bottom of her feet... Abby adores her kisses so much that she keeps them all safe in a special bucket.
They’re too precious to pass around at Show and Tell. And too fragile to send to Grandma for her birthday. But what happens
to kisses when they’re not shared?
Join this charming family of bears as they sing and chuckle and snuggle their way through a sunny afternoon. They delight in
each other’s company and they delight in the myriad of ways a baby can bring joy to everyday life.

Beautifully narrated in soothing rhythmic verse, and with adorable illustrations by Anna Pignataro, B is for Bedtime looks set
to become a before-bed classic. A stunning, inky blue cover with sparkling silver stars make this a very special book to share.
Birds come in all shapes, sizes and colours and many of them can do remarkable things. Some have dull or dazzling colours,
long or little legs. But all of them have feathers, and all are hatched from eggs. Can you imagine dancing birds, diving birds,
hanging birds and hiding birds. Birds that swoop, whoop, hum, drum, and drill. They’re all here.
When Butterfly joins a family of dachshunds, she doesn’t realise how different she looks ...until she unexpectedly sees herself
in a mirror. It takes Oscar, her best friend, to convince her that the other dogs love her for herself. Being different doesn’t mean
being an outsider or being seen as ugly.
A delightful rhyming counting book. Two little chooky chicks pulling at a worm. Clucky cluck, worm’s stuck. What should
chookies do? This cute book with funky art from newcomer Sinead Hanley will teach children both rhyming and counting.

When there are no stars in the sky, sometimes all you need is a ladder, a friend, a dog, a cat and an all-night hardware store.
A story celebrating creativity and friendship from the highly acclaimed author and illustrator Chris McKimmie.
An Australian reimagining of Edward Lear’s nonsense poem, The Owl and the Pussycat. The Croc and the Platypus trundled
off in a rusty old Holden ute. They took some damper and tea in a hamper and bundled it up in the boot. Join Croc and
Platypus for an Australian outback hullabaloo!
Martin is the runt of his family. Without a mother to protect him, his overbearing father and brothers reject him. Aided by the
self-sacrifice of loving friends, Martin finds the courage to fight for personal fulfillment.

We are the dream and the dreamers’ - so begins this beautifully written story that celebrates the imagination of children at
play. Complemented by Sally Morgan’s rich and colourful illustrations, the book is full of movement. It lends itself to interactive
reading aloud with play-acting or actions.
Peterboy wants to find something special for his grandfather, but he finds a fallen duck in need of care. This is an extraordinary
and totally enchanting story of friendship, hope and joy from two very talented, award-winning picture book makers.
Although he comes from a long line of archaeologists, Edward has never discovered anything. Then one rainy night, he
stumbles upon what could be his first great discovery.
Poor old Wombat! He thinks it’s much easier to stay in his burrow than to go out into the big world. But when he does finally
come out for a look around, he finds other interesting creatures and things to do - and even friends!
When laughing kookaburras call Joey the little yellow-bellied glider out from his nest early one morning he has no idea what
adventures lie ahead. But by the end of the day, when his parents find him safe and well, Joey has learned to fly, and life will
never be the same again. A simple sweet story for early readers set in the Australian bush.
This is the story of a dog called Hank, who obeys all the rules ... by interpreting them in his own way. A very funny and
affectionately warm picture book about a dog who is convinced he is doing the right thing - and a family who love him, no
matter what.

27. Hairy-Nosed Wombats Find a New Home, The (Jackie French and Sue Degennaro)  $24.99 $22.50

Once upon a time, deep underground, there was a colony of wonderfully whiskery wombats who all had hairy noses. They
lived in the only home for Hairy-nosed Wombats in the world. Could there ever be another home for Hairy-noses? This is the
(almost) true story of how finding a happy new home for Hairy-nosed Wombats helped one of the world’s most endangered
species to breed and thrive again.

28. Here in the Garden (Briony Stewart) 

$24.95 $22.46

29. House for Donfinkle, A (Choechoe Brereton and Wayne Harris) 

$24.95 $22.46

30. I Am Cow, Hear Me Moo! (Jill Esbaum and Gus Gordon) 

$24.99 $22.50

31. Imagine a City (Elise Hurst) 

$24.99 $22.50

From award-winning author and illustrator Briony Stewart comes a tender picture book about loss, love and friendship. The
wind is raking through the falling leaves and I wish that you were here. As the seasons change, a young boy shares the magic
of his garden with a special friend.
Up high in the grasslands where Wooble Beasts roam, Donfinkle Vonkrinkle is building his home. When up pop four creatures
to babble and squawk, A troublesome taunt full of bothersome talk. Lovely rhyming text by debut author Choechoe Brereton
coupled with digital artwork by award-winning illustrator Wayne Harris.

Nadine is a ‘truly remarkable cow’ who is afraid of absolutely nothing; or so she claims. She’s a bit of a show-off, really, and
when her friends take her up on her offer of a tour through the woods, Nadine is in her element. Then night falls, and when
her friends leave and Nadine is left to explore a dark cave all on her own, suddenly she doesn’t feel quite so brave after all.
Imagine a train to take you away... Imagine a city and drops of rain, A world without edges, where the wind takes you high,
where buses are fish and the fish fly the sky. In the city of imagination, anything is possible, and an outing with their mother
brings every kind of possibility to life for two lucky children...
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32. Jam for Nana (Deborah Kelly) 

$19.99 $18.00

33. Karana: The Story of Father Emu (Uncle Joe Kirk And Sandi Harrold) 

$15.99 $14.40

34. Let’s Play (Gabriel Alborozo) 

$22.99 $20.70

35. Lisa Absolutely Loves Art (Sophie Norsa)

$24.99 $22.50

36. Little Red Riding Hoodie (Kel Richards and Claire Richards) 

$14.99 $13.50

37. Lost Girl, The (Ambelin Kwaymullina and Leanne Tobin) 

$24.95 $22.46

38. Lucky (David Mackintosh)

$24.99 $22.50

39. Max (Marc Martin) 

$24.99 $22.50

40. Mike I Don’t Like (Jol Temple and John Foye) 

$19.99 $18.00

41. My Mum Says the Strangest Things (Katrina Germein and Tom Jellett) 

$24.95 $22.46

42. One Sunday (Pamela Allen) 

$24.99 $22.50

43. Our Island (Alison Lester and Elizabeth Honey) 

$24.99 $22.50

44. Pig the Pug (Aaron Blabey) 

$16.99 $15.30

45. Poppy Cat (Sara Acton) 

$24.99 $22.50

46. Possum’s Big Surprise (Colin Buchanan and Nina Rycroft) 

$14.99 $13.50

47. Rivertime (Bella Trace) 

$24.99 $22.50

48. Rudie Nudie (Emma Quay) 

$14.99 $13.50

49. Snail and Turtle Are Friends (Stephen Michael King) 

$24.99 $22.50

50. Stone Lion (Margaret Wild and Ritva Voutila) 

$24.95 $22.46

51. That Car! (Cate Kennedy and Carla Zapel)

$24.99 $22.50

When Nana makes pancakes, I spread the jam. I smooth it right to the edges with the back of my spoon, until it looks like a
giant orange sun. Then we roll them up tightly, dust them with sugar and lick our fingers. In this beautifully written picture book
a little girl goes to the ends of the earth to find real apricot jam for her beloved grandmother.
These are my chicks. I love them a lot... I will stay with them, no matter what! This is the story of Karana, the father emu.
Karana cares for his chicks and teaches them everything they need to know to survive in the bush.

Are you ready to learn about the orchestra? From the tinkling tones of the tiny piccolo to the majesty of the grand piano or
the deep rumblings of the mighty tuba this book celebrates the sounds made by the players in an orchestra. Reading it aloud
while enjoying the kaleidoscopic pictures makes a perfect way to share your love of music with children.
When Lisa’s cat, Picasso, gets lost within the paintings at an art gallery, it is up to Lisa to find him. Can she trace Picasso’s
steps through the history of art?
Miss Red Riding Hoodie would walk through the wood in her coat with a hood, And pay her dear granny a call... But will the
sly dingo get to Granny’s house first? Or will the brave squatter make it in time to save the day? Find out in this wonderful
rhyming Aussie retelling of the classic story!
A beautiful story of how Mother Nature helps a lost girl find her way back to her family. The girl had lost her way. She had
wandered away from the Mothers, the Aunties and the Grandmothers, from the Fathers and the Uncles and the Grandfathers.
Who will show her the way home?
We’re have a surprise at dinner tonight... but what could it BE? A joyful slice of family life all about what it really means to be
lucky. When Mum announces that we’re having a surprise at dinner tonight, my brother Leo and I can’t help but wonder...
What could it BE? Mum says we’ll have to wait and see, but Leo and I have some ideas of our own...
A heart-warming tale about enduring friendship (and chips) from the winner of the 2013 Crichton Award. You’ve probably seen
Max around. He’s a cheeky seagull who lives on the end of a pier. He and Bob are old friends. Max helps out in Bob’s chip
shop, and in the evenings they go fishing together. Until one summer, when everything changes...
Meet Mike. There’s a few things he doesn’t like. They include: Carrots, Gibbons, squawking, and this silly book for babies!

When Mum’s busy she says she’s run off her feet. When I dawdle, Mum tells me to shake a leg. When I say, “I’m coming,”
Mum says, “So is Christmas.” My mum says the STRANGEST things.
Outside the wind blew. Ooooh! The trees groaned. Ahhhhh! And the tiny wooden house creaked. Eeeeeek! Inside, a delicious
roast dinner was cooking. The little old man was expecting visitors. The little old woman said no one would come. Who was
right? Come inside where it’s cosy and warm, and wait ...You might get a big surprise.
Our island lies beneath a big blue sky, surrounded by the turquoise sea. Turtles glide through the clear salt water, and dugongs
graze on banks of seagrass. In this lyrical celebration of place, the children of Mornington Island explore their home in words
and pictures. All royalties from Our Island and one dollar from the sale of each copy will be donated to Mornington Island State
School to fund art projects in the community.
Pig was a Pug and I’m sorry to say, he was greedy and selfish in most every way. Pig is the greediest Pug in the world. He
is ill-tempered, rude and unreasonable. When Pig the Pug is asked to share his toys, something unexpected happens ...
Hopefully Pig has learned a lesson!
Poppy Cat is a simple yet beautiful story of a cat that likes to copy everything her owner does... except when she decides to
be mischievous. And at the end of the day the little girl and Poppy cat love to curl up together on the sofa.
Flossy the Possum is up and away! Off in a flash and a tumble of grey, Flossy the Possum, quick as can be! When all of a
sudden ... what does she see? Flossy’s friends have a big surprise for her. Will she find out before everything is ready?
A gentle and beautiful book about slowing down and growing up, set on Australia’s Glenelg River. A tender and beautifully
illustrated tale of a boy and his bird-watching uncle, on a paddling trip on Australia’s Glenelg River. A picture book about
connecting with the land and its creatures. 78 pages.
A delightful celebration of those nudie moments between bath and bedtime. ‘One, two Rudie Nudie, Rudie Nudie in the bath...’
Emma Quay captures all the joy and energy of childhood in this irresistible rhyming tale. With its charming illustrations and
lively text, ‘Rudie Nudie’ is destined to become an instant family favourite!
Snail and Turtle like hiding, but never from each other. Snail and Turtle are friends and love to spend time together. They like
to run, walk and enjoy being quiet together. A peaceful picture book from a favourite author/illustrator.

Sometimes statues are granted a chance to become warm, breathing creatures. The stone lion has only one dream, to run,
pounce and leap in the park across from where he sits. But one snowy night, when a baby is abandoned at his paws, he is
compelled to think differently.
We found the old car in the shed the very first day we moved to the farm. Dad put it under the peppercorn tree. ‘You kids
might as well play in it for the time being,’ he said. We couldn’t wait to find out where that car would take us. A story about
three children, one old car, and a world of imagination.
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52. Too Hot for Spots (Mini Goss) 

$19.99 $18.00

53. To the Goldfields (Rachel Tonkin) 

$16.95 $15.26

54. Tucker (Ian Abdulla) 

$16.99 $15.30

55. What Happens Next? (Tull Suwannakit) 

$27.95 $25.16

‘What’s wrong, Barry?’ said Stella. ‘I’m really hot ... my head hurts, and I just feel yucky,’ said Barry. ‘Don’t worry! I’m going
to make you all better ... and it won’t hurt a bit.’ When Barry wakes up, he doesn’t feel well. Fortunately Stella comes to the
rescue, and soon diagnoses a ‘bad case of the weasles’. A delightful companion to Too Cold for a Tutu.
We moved to the goldfields to seek our fortune when I was nine. Arriving at Forest Creek, the noise of the valley could be
heard from miles away - there were sixty thousand people digging and shouting and singing all at once. My school was a
leaking tent and we slept on mattresses stuffed with leaves, but it was an exciting place to live. After all, at any moment you
might dig up a huge nugget of gold!
When Ian Abdulla was a young boy growing up along the Murrray River, bush tucker was plentiful, and everyone was expected
to help feed the family. With his brothers and sisters he picked quandongs for pies and caught catfish for curry soup. And
when all else failed, Ian would be sent to buy sheep heads from the butcher. All the fun (and the hardship) is recorded here
in story and picture.
Little Ellie and her Grandma go on an adventure. But who s that following them? “Can you tell me a story, Granny?” Little Ellie
asked on the way to town one morning. “Deep in the woods, not far from here, lives Grandma Bear and Little Bear... “ But
what will happen next?

PAMELA ALLEN AUTHOR SPECIAL (56-94)

(Includes GST)
(RRP) (school)

(No 42 from Australian Picture Books) 

One Sunday (Pamela Allen) 

$24.99 $22.50

Outside the wind blew. Ooooh! The trees groaned. Ahhhhh! And the tiny wooden house creaked. Eeeeeek! Inside, a delicious
roast dinner was cooking. The little old man was expecting visitors. The little old woman said no one would come. Who was
right? Come inside where it’s cosy and warm, and wait ...You might get a big surprise.

56. Alexander’s Outing
57. Bear’s Lunch, The
58. Belinda
59. Bertie
60. Bertie and the Bear
61. Black Dog
62. Brown Bread and Honey
63. Can You Keep a Secret?
64. Clippity Clop
65. Daisy-All-Sorts
66. Fancy That!
67. Fat Ferdie
68. Grandpa and Thomas
69. Grandpa and Thomas and Green Umbrella
70. Hetty’s Day Out
71. I Wish I Had A Pirate Suit
72. Inside Mary Elizabeth’s House
73. Is Your Grandmother a Goanna?
74. Lion in the Night
75. Little Old Man Who Looked Up At The Moon

$14.95
$14.95
$14.95
$19.99
$14.95
$14.95
$14.95
$14.95
$14.95
$14.95
$14.95
$24.99
$14.95
$14.95
$24.95
$14.95
$14.95
$14.95
$14.95
$24.95

$13.46
$13.46
$13.46
$18.00
$13.46
$13.46
$13.46
$13.46
$13.46
$13.46
$13.46
$22.50
$13.46
$13.46
$22.46
$13.46
$13.46
$13.46
$13.46
$22.46

76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.

Mr Archimedes Bath 
$14.95
Mr McGee 
$14.95
Mr McGee and the Big Bag of Bread  $14.95
Mr McGee and the Biting Flea  $14.95
Mr McGee and the Blackberry Jam $14.95
Mr McGee and the Elephants $24.99
Mr McGee and the Perfect Nest  $14.95
Mr McGee Goes to Sea 
$14.95
My Cat Maisie 
$14.95
Nana’s Colours 
$19.95
Our Daft Dog Danny 
$14.95
Pear in the Pear Tree 
$14.95
Potato People, The 
$14.95
Share Said the Rooster! 
$14.95
Shhh! Little Mouse 
$14.95
Toymaker and the Bird 
$14.99
Waddle, Giggle, Gargle 
$14.95
Where’s the Gold? 
$14.95
Who Sank the Boat? 
$14.95

$13.46
$13.46
$13.46
$13.46
$13.46
$22.50
$13.46
$13.46
$13.46
$17.96
$13.46
$13.46
$13.46
$13.46
$13.46
$13.50
$13.46
$13.46
$13.46

OVERSEAS PICTURE BOOKS (95-155)



(RRP) (school)

95. Adventures of Beekle: The Unimaginary Friend (Dan Santat) 

$24.99 $22.50

96. Adventures of Pinocchio, The (Carlo Collodi and Robert Ingpen) 

$39.95 $35.96

97. Boa’s Bad Birthday (Jeanne Willis and Tony Ross) 

$14.99 $13.50

He patiently waits his turn to be chosen by a real child, but when he is overlooked time and again, he sets off on an incredible
journey to the bustling city, where he finally meets his perfect match and - at long last - is given his special name: Beekle. An
unforgettable tale about friendship, imagination, and the courage to find one’s place in the world.
The astonishing tale has been a much-loved story since it was first written more than 130 years ago. In this handsome new
edition, award-winning illustrator Robert Ingpen has captured the rascally Pinocchio and his extraordinary escapades as never
before, breathing new excitement into this enchanting classic. Unabridged, illustrated picture book format. 207 pages
It was Boa’s birthday. It was going to be the best one ever. Or so he hoped. He invited his friends round. They would all bring
him wonderful presents. Or would they? An hilarious story about unwanted birthday gifts from the award-winning team of
Jeanne Willis and Tony Ross.
4
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(Includes GST)
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98. Chu’s First Day at School (Neil Gaiman and Adam Rex) 

$24.99 $22.50

99. Counting Chickens (Polly Alakija) 

$27.95 $25.16

100. Do Dare Duck (Polly Dunbar and Jane Massey) 

$14.99 $13.50

101. Dog Vs Cat (Chris Gall) 

$24.99 $22.50

102. Elmer and the Monster (David McKee) 

$24.99 $22.50

Chu is a little panda with a BIG sneeze and when his first day at school approaches he is nervous. Will the other boys and girls
be nice? Will they like Chu? A fabulously warm and funny story about little Chu and his enormous sneeze!
A unique counting story set in Africa. Tobi has a fine hen, and all his friends have their own animals two. Each day the other
animals give birth to their babies, but Tobi’s hen just lays seven eggs and sits on them, waiting. At last, after twenty-one days,
the eggs hatch. Now Tobi has a fine brood of seven beautiful chicks. And by the following year he is the proud owner of more
chickens than he can count. Can you help Tobi count his chickens?
Does Duck dazzle as much as the peacock? Does he dawdle like the tortoise, or does he dash like the hare? No? Well, what
does Duck do? Does Duck . . . dare?
Dog and Cat do not get along. But when they’re forced to share a room, they agree to be on their best behavior... But then
Dog won’t stop sniffing, and Cat won’t stop primping. Dog won’t stop howling. Cat won’t stop scratching. And when it comes
to the litter-box...sharing is not an option! What will it take to bring Dog and Cat together?

There is pandemonium in the jungle! A strange roaring sounds sends the animals stampeding, convinced it’s a monster. But
all is not as it seems. Only Elmer is brave enough to investigate, and what he discovers comes as quite a surprise.

103-126. Franklin Story Books (Paulette Bourgeois) 

$11.99 $10.80ea

The idea for ‘Franklin’ came to Paulette Bourgeois in 1983 when she was watching an episode of the television series
M*A*S*H. The character of Hawkeye Pierce refused to enter a cave because he was claustrophobic. “I’m so scared that if I
were a turtle, I’d be afraid of my own shell,” he said. Thus was born Franklin in the Dark, a tale of a little green turtle who’s
afraid of small dark places, including his own shell. Titles with an (*) are recommended for the Bounce Back Program.

103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.

Finders Keepers for Franklin
Franklin and the Thunderstorm
Franklin and the Tooth Fairy
Franklin Fibs *
Franklin Goes To School
Franklin Has a Sleepover
Franklin In the Dark *
Franklin Is Lost

111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.

Franklin Is Messy * 		
Franklin Rides a Bike 		
Franklin Says I Love You 		
Franklin Wants a Pet 		
Franklin’s Baby Sister 		
Franklin’s Bad Day * 		
Franklin’s Blanket 		
Franklin’s Christmas Gift 		

119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.

Franklin’s Class Trip
Franklin’s Halloween
Franklin’s Neighbourhood
Franklin’s New Friend
Franklin’s School Play
Franklin’s Secret Club
Franklin’s Valentines
Hurry Up, Franklin

127. Gigantosaurus (Jonny Duddle) 

$14.99 $13.50

128. Green Is a Chile Pepper (Roseanne Thong and John Parra) 

$24.95 $22.46

129. Happy Birthday Hugless Dougless (David Melling) 

$24.99 $22.50

130. Hermerlin (Mini Grey) 

$24.99 $22.50

131. House That Zac Built (Alison Murray) 

$24.99 $22.50

132. How Pirates Really Work (Alan Snow) 

$14.99 $13.50

133. I Love You Baby (Giles Andreae and Emma Dodd) 

$24.99 $22.50

134. Jack and the Jelly Bean Stalk (Rachael Mortimer and Liz Pichon) 

$24.99 $22.50

135. Lazy Friend (Ronan Bedel) 

$22.99 $20.70

136. Macavity (TS Eliot and Arthur Robins) 

$22.99 $20.70

137. My New Home (Marta Altes) 

$19.99 $18.00

138. Pet for Fly Guy, A (Tedd Arnold) 

$16.99 $15.30

139. Picnic (John Burningham) 

$16.99 $15.30

All young dinosaurs are warned about the scary Gigantosaurus. So Bonehead volunteers to be the dino-kids lookout
whenever they go into the jungle to play. Unfortunately, he is the original boy-dinosaur who cried wolf - or in this case,
GIGANTOSAURUS! Finally, Bonehead’s friends refuse to believe his warnings and the Gigantosaurus really turns up!
In this lively picture book, children discover a world of colours all around them: red is spices and swirling skirts, yellow is
masa, tortillas, and sweet corn cake. Many of the featured objects are Latino in origin, and all are universal in appeal. With
rich, boisterous illustrations and an informative glossary, this concept book will reinforce colours found in every child’s day!
Douglas is very excited about his birthday surprise. But when the surprise turns out to be his annoying twin cousins, Douglas
is sure this will be the worst birthday ever!

Hermelin is a noticer. He is also a finder. The occupants of Offley Street are delighted when their missing items are found, but
not so happy to learn that their brilliant detective is a mouse! What will happen to Hermelin? Will his talents go unrewarded?
Zac is so busy playing with his toy building blocks that he doesn’t notice a cute little kitten is causing animal chaos around
the farm ...Who would think that such a tiny cat could cause such pandemonium! It’s up to Zac to put things right again. This
much-loved traditional rhyme is told with wit and warmth by acclaimed artist, Alison Murray.
A rollicking exploration of all things piratical from the author/illustrator of ‘How Dogs Really Work’ and ‘How Cats Really Work’.
Ten little fingers, ten little toes, Two little ears and one little nose. Two warm cheeks, all rosy and bright A kiss and a cuddle to
say goodnight. An exuberant and heartwarming book about the arrival of a new baby from the creators of I Love My Mummy
and I Love My Daddy.
A fun, light-hearted twist on ‘Jack and the Beanstalk’. When Jack sells his cow for jelly beans, his mum is furious! But these
are magic beans and soon Jack is on a big adventure in the clouds.
The sloth lives in the jungle with some excellent friends who care about him very much. When the sloth’s tree is cut down and
he is taken away on a truck, his friends must do everything they can to get him home safely. He leads them on an enormous
adventure, even if he is asleep the whole time...
One of the best-loved poems from Old Possum’s Book of Practical Cats is given a new life in this stunning picture book with
illustrations from Arthur Robbins that perfectly convey all the wit and humour of Eliot’s creation.
Moving to a new home can sometimes feel scary and a little bit lonely, but this little racoon soon discovers that wherever you
go adventures soon follow. This warm, thoughtful and reassuring story is written from the perspective of a young child. It’s
perfect for children about to move house or start new school.
A boy had a pet fly. He named him FLY GUY! Fly Guy was the smartest pet in the world. He could say the boy’s name BUZZ!
In this first zany, hilarious Fly Guy picture book, Buzz tries to help Fly Guy find the right pet. It seems that everyone else at the
park has a pet, so Fly Guy wants one too. Who will be the best pet for Fly Guy?
One day Boy and Girl go out for a picnic. They meet all sorts of creatures along the way - some come with them and some
chase them, but whatever happens, today will be a day for Adventure!
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OVERSEAS PICTURE BOOKS (95-155)
(Includes GST)
(RRP) (school)

140. Pig and Small (Alex Latimer) 

$16.99 $15.30

141. Pigeon Needs a Bath, The (Mo Willems) 

$16.95 $15.26

142. Princess and the Presents, The (Caryl Hart and Sarah Warburton) 

$19.99 $18.00

143. Rex (Simon James) 

$24.95 $22.46

144. Shouty Arthur (Angie Morgan) 

$14.95 $13.46

145. Some Bugs (Angela Diterlizzi and Brendan Wenzel) 

$14.99 $13.50

146. Stop Sticking, Stan! (Nicola Killen) 

$14.95 $13.46

147. Strongest Boy in the World, The (Jessica Souhami) 

$27.95 $25.16

When Pig hears a strange squeaking coming from his nose, he thinks something is very wrong. But eventually he realises that
the noise is just a little bug. The two decide to be friends, but their difference in size soon becomes a BIG problem -- they
can’t seem to find anything that they can both enjoy. But when it comes to friendship, does size really matter?
The pigeon is BACK! And he STINKS! No, really, he actually smells very bad... Smell? What smell? I don’t smell. YOU smell.
The Pigeon needs a bath! Except, well, the Pigeon’s really not so sure about that... Besides, he took a bath last month! Maybe.
It looks like it’s going to take some serious convincing to get the Pigeon to take the plunge!
Princess Ruby really is a horrid child - the most spoilt princess you could ever meet. And when it’s her birthday, there are so
many presents the palace literally bulges at the seams. Was there ever a more selfish princess? But when the palace and
the gifts finally collapse under the poor king, the tiny tyrant realises that she has overlooked the most precious thing of all.
Once upon 400 million years ago a terrifying tyrannosaurus roamed the earth. He spent his days raging through the jungle
scaring every dinosaur he saw with his fierce roar. One night, while he is sleeping, an abandoned egg cracks open and out
pops a teeny, tiny baby dinosaur who immediately thinks that the tyrannosaurus is his dad! And so begins the search…

Shouty Arthur is the Loudest and Most Shoutiest boy alive. He wants to go wildlife watching with his sister Edith but he can’t
understand why the animals are nowhere to be seen. This hilarious, energetic and quirky book is the first in a new series from
Angie Morgan.
Grab a magnifying glass and come hop, hide, swim and glide through a buggy undergrowth world! Featuring insects including
butterflies and moths, crickets and cicadas, bumblebees and beetles, this zippy rhyming exploration of backyard-bug behavior
is sure to have insect enthusiasts bugging out with excitement!
Stan loves collecting things, feathers, buttons, old socks. But he gets distracted when his parents treat him to a set of
stickers, and a whole new hobby begins. This warm and quirky book will appeal to parents and children as they recognize
Stan’s familiar obsession.
Kaito is stronger than all the other boys in his village. Because no one can beat him at wrestling, he sets off to the city to
compete in the world-famous Sumo wrestling tournament. But on the way he meets a girl called Hana, who is even stronger.
Hana offers to train Kaito - with amazing results.

148. That’s What Makes a Hippopotamus Smile (Sean Taylor and Laurent Cardon) $24.95 $22.46

What do you do when a hippopotamus comes to visit? Play splashy-sploshy games, of course, to make him happy. Share silly
toys in a big warm bath, to make him laugh. Give him a great big crunchy salad-treat, as that’s what a hippo likes to eat. And
when he’s ready to go home, do a little dance and say goodbye in style - because that’s what makes a hippopotamus smile!

149. Those Magnificent Sheep in Their Flying Machine (Peter Bentley and David Roberts)  $27.99 $25.20

The sheep on the hillside were munching away, Much as they always did, day after day, When suddenly something went
ZOOM! overhead. “Let’s go and see what it is!” they all said. And so begins a ripping, round-the-world adventure as the sheep
take to skies in a magnificent yellow flying machine...

150. Three Bears (Sort Of) (Yvonne Morrison and Donovan Bixley) 

$15.99 $14.40

151. Two Giants (Michael Foreman) 

$27.95 $25.16

152. Warduff and the Pelican Pirates (Mat Head) 

$14.99 $13.50

153. Way to the Zoo, The (John Burningham) 

$24.95 $22.46

154. Zebra Who Ran Too Fast, The (Jenni Desmond) 

$24.95 $22.46

155. Zerafaa Giraffa (Dianne Hofmeyr and Jane Ray) 

$27.95 $25.16

Once upon a time, there were three bears... What kind? Huh? What kind of bears? Grizzly bears? Sun bears? Polar bears?
Um ... the last one. And they lived in the woods... Polar bears don’t live in the woods. They live in the Arctic. Fall out of your
chair laughing as a cheeky child questions every aspect of the classic story of ‘The Three Bears’.

Could a pair of socks help the Two Giants become friends again? The Two Giants live in a part of the world where everything
is perfect and they are the best of friends - until they quarrel. Then their beautiful world becomes dark and miserable. What
will it take for them to become friends again? Could it be something to do with their prized socks?
Warduff is down at the harbour one day when he notices something amiss. The penguins have been plundered by a posse
of pelican pirates and have returned from their fishing trip empty handed! Warduff must come up with a brilliant plan to outwit
the pirates - or they might never eat fish again!

In her bedroom wall, Sylvie spots a door ... and beyond that door she finds a passage... and beyond the passage she
discovers ... the ZOO! Where Sylvie finds LOTS of animals, looking at her! So she decides to bring a few small ones, like a
little bear, into her bedroom at night time, just for a cuddle. And then she takes the penguins back for a splashy bath. No
matter what Sylvie does though, she always makes sure to close the door in her bedroom wall. Until, one day, she forgets…
Zebra, Elephant and Bird are three best friends together. Then one day, they all fall out because Zebra runs TOO fast and
doesn’t listen to his friends. Only then do they all discover the true meaning of friendship.
This is the astonishing true story of Zeraffa, a giraffe who was sent as a gift by the Ottoman Viceroy of Egypt to King Charles
X of France in 1826.
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MO WILLEMS AUTHOR SPECIAL (156-175)
(Includes GST)
(RRP) (school)

(No 141 from Overseas Picture Books)

Pigeon Needs a Bath, The (Mo Willems) 

$16.95 $15.26

156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.
163.
164.
165.
166.
167.
168.
169.
170.
171.
172.
173.
174.
175.

$16.95
$16.95
$16.95
$16.95
$11.95
$11.95
$11.95
$11.95
$11.95
$11.95
$16.95
$16.95
$16.95
$16.95
$16.95
$16.95
$16.95
$16.95
$24.95
$16.95

The pigeon is BACK! And he STINKS! No, really, he actually smells very bad... Smell? What smell? I don’t smell. YOU smell.
The Pigeon needs a bath! Except, well, the Pigeon’s really not so sure about that... Besides, he took a bath last month! Maybe.
It looks like it’s going to take some serious convincing to get the Pigeon to take the plunge!

Don’t Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus!
Don’t Let the Pigeon Stay Up Late!
Duckling Gets a Cookie!? The 	
Edwina the Dinosaur Who Didn’t Know She was Extinct 
Elephant and Piggie Book – I Am Invited to a Party! 
Elephant and Piggie Book – I Love My New Toy! 
Elephant and Piggie Book – I Will Surprise My Friend! 
Elephant and Piggie Boo k – My Friend is Sad! 
Elephant and Piggie Book – There is a Bird on Your Head! 
Elephant and Piggie Book – Today I Will Fly! 
Goldilocks and the Three Dinosaurs
Knuffle Bunny 
Knuffle Bunny Too 
Knuffle Bunny Free 
Leonardo the Terrible Monster 
Naked Mole Rat Gets Dressed 
Pigeon Finds a Hotdog 
Pigeon Wants a Puppy 
That is Not a Good Idea 
Time to Pee! 

$15.26
$15.26
$15.26
$15.26
$10.76
$10.76
$10.76
$10.76
$10.76
$10.76
$15.26
$15.26
$15.26
$15.26
$15.26
$15.26
$15.26
$15.26
$19.96
$15.26

AUSTRALIAN NOVELS (176-373)
(Includes GST)
(RRP) (school)

176. Alexander Altmann A10567 (Suzy Zail) 

$18.95 $17.06

177. Ava Anne Appleton #3: Catching a Wave (Wendy Harmer) 

$9.99 $9.00ea

The story of a young Jewish boy who must learn to trust others to survive. Based on a true story. Fourteen-year-old Alexander
Altmann doesn’t need to look at the number tattooed on his arm. A10567: he knows it by heart. He also knows that to survive
Auschwitz, he has to toughen up. When he is given the job of breaking in the commander’s new horse, their survival becomes
intertwined. Alexander knows the animal is scared and damaged, but he must win its trust. If he fails, they will both be killed.
Age 13+
Ava Anne Appleton’s amazing adventure continues and the next stop for the Appleton family is the beach! Sun, sand, surf
sensational! But when Ava meets a new friend who needs her help, will she be adventurous enough to dive in and lend a hand?

178. Accidental Adventurer #1 		

179. Up and Away#2

180. Billie B Mystery #5: Stolen Stash (Sally Rippin) 

$9.95 $8.96ea

Someone has taken something from the principal’s office at school! Who would have done such a terrible thing? And when
one of Billie’s friends becomes a suspect, will Billie even know who to trust anymore?

181. Spooky House #1		
182. Code Breaker #2 		

183. Playground Detectives #3
184. Strawberry Thief #4

185-188. Billy is a Dragon (Nick Falk and Tony Flowers) 

$12.99 $11.70ea

When nine-year-old Billy Fincher gets bitten by a lizard at his local pet shop, strange things start to happen...His fingernails
turn into claws, his skin becomes green and he starts breathing fire. Billy can’t hide it any longer - he’s turning into a dragon.
And when his parents decide to sell him to the zoo, Billy has to make a decision. Find a way to change back, or lose his
family forever. Ages 6+

185. First Bite #1		
186. Werewolves Beware #2

187. Shadow Shifter, The #3 NEW
188. Eaten Alive #4 NEW

189-190. Billy Slater Presents (Patrick Loughlin) 

$12.99 $11.70ea

A junior fiction series for boys about a local boys’ rugby league team who get special coaching and advice from star NRL
player Billy Slater.

189. Try Time #1		

190. Banana Kick #2

191. Bleakboy and the Hunter Stand Out in the Rain (Steven Herrick) 

$14.95 $13.46

Jesse is an eleven-year-old boy tackling many problems in life, especially fitting into a new school. Luckily he meets Kate.
She has curly black hair, braces and an infectious smile. She wants to ‘Save the Whales’ and needs Jesse’s help. But they
haven’t counted on Hunter, the school bully, who appears to enjoy hurling insults at random. Or is there more to Hunter than
everyone thinks?

192. Brotherband #4: Slaves of Sorocco (John Flanagan)

$17.99 $16.20ea

When the Heron brotherband become the Skandian duty ship to the Kingdom of Araluen, they’re excited at the challenges
ahead. Hal, Stig, Thorn and the Herons eagerly set off for the trip - with an unexpected new crew member aboard. But an
enemy from their past returns, throwing the Herons into a dangerous quest to free captured Araluans from the slave market
in Socorro. Even with the help of an Araluan Ranger, the task may be too much.

193. Outcasts, The #1

194. Invaders, The #2

195. Hunters, The #3
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AUSTRALIAN NOVELS (176-373)
(Includes GST)
(RRP) (school)

196. Brotherhood of Thieves #1: Wardens, The (Stuart Daly) 

$17.99 $16.20

197. Bully on the Bus (Kathryn Apel) 

$14.95 $13.46

Caspan hates life as a thief on the streets, so he leaps at the chance to join a secret order sanctioned by the King. The
Brotherhood seeks the lost magical weapons of an ancient race that will help them fight the Roon, the invading army who
creep ever closer. Defeat seems inevitable. Unless Caspan and his fellow recruits - Roland, Lachlan, Sara and Kilt - can set
aside their differences and use their new skills to help turn the tide…
The bully on the bus taunts seven-year-old Leroy, then silences him with threats of worse to come. To distract him, his teacher
introduces him to the adventures in The Big Bad Book of Fairytales. Hidden throughout are the clues that Leroy needs to
overcome the bullying taunts once and for all.

198. Chasing the Valley #3: Skyfire (Skye Melki-Wegner) 

$17.99 $16.20ea

What if you achieve everything you’ve dreamed of - and it turns into a nightmare? Danika and her crew of refugees finally
reach the Magnetic Valley. Will it be the safe refuge and land of freedom they had imagined? When a runaway girl is shot down
before their eyes, Danika and her friends realise that this new land is no paradise. They must try to fit in at all costs - even if
revealing their secrets will mean a death sentence.

199. Chasing the Valley #1		

200. Borderlands #2

201. Chook Chook: Saving the Farm (Wai Chim) 

$14.95 $13.46ea

It’s Chinese New Year and for Mei and her family things are looking grim. It’s been another bad harvest and a disappointing
year for their farm. And now, the government is building a major freeway that will rip right through their village and tear their
little farm apart. One by one, Mei’s neighbours are convinced to sell their land and despite Ma’s and stepfather Jin’s best efforts
to fight, it looks like their farm will be next.

202. Chook Chook: Mei’s Secret Pets		

203. Chook Chook: Little and Lo in the City

204-205. Choose Your Own Ever After (Various) 

$14.95 $13.46ea

Follow your heart right to the end, or go back and choose all over again. An exciting new series that lets you decide how the
story ends! Based around the character’s relationships with friends, family and the occasional cute boy, these stories play out
various scenarios based on choices the reader makes as they go along. Age 12+

204. Hot Cold Summer, A #1		

205. How To Get To Rio #2

206. Clementine Rose and the Treasure Box #6 (Jacqueline Harvey) 

$12.99 $11.70ea

Clementine Rose can’t believe her luck. Her new neighbours have three children for her to play with. And to top it all off,
the children’s mother has promised to give ballet lessons. Clemmie can’t wait to put on a tutu and learn to dance. When
something terrible happens to the local hall, the ballet lessons are put on hold. How can the villagers raise enough money to
repair the hall?

207. Clementine Rose and the Surprise Visitor #1
208. Clementine Rose and the Pet Day Disaster #2
209. Clementine Rose and the Perfect Present #3

210. Clementine Rose and the Farm Fiasco #4
211. Clementine Rose and the Seaside Escape #5

212-215. Crawf’s Kick it To Nick (Shane Crawford) 

$9.99 $9.00ea

Kick it to Nick is fast-paced and action-filled series with all the fantastic footy action you’d expect from Shane Crawford.

212. Bugs From Beyond

213. Cursed Cup, The 214. Forward Line Freak

215. Outbreak on the Oval

216. Crooked Leg Road (Jennifer Walsh)

$14.99 $13.50ea

It’s the end of a long, hot summer, and mystery is the last thing on the minds of friends Kitty, David, Andrea and Martin. Then
Andrea spots a strange van parked behind David’s house, and a few days later, he disappears. Kitty is convinced he’s been
kidnapped - and that the secretive new boy has something to do with it - but David’s family say he’s safe. Only why won’t
they say where he’s gone?

217. Tunnels of Tarcoola
218. Crossing (Catherine Norton) 

$16.99 $15.30

219. Crystal Heart, The (Sophie Masson) 

$18.99 $17.10

220. Dead Dog in the Still of the Night (Archimede Fusillo) 

$18.95 $17.06

221. Disappearing Act (James Moloney) 

$14.99 $13.50

222. Don’t Kiss Girls and Other Silly Stories (Pat Flynn) 

$16.95 $15.26

223-226. Double Trouble (Sarah Fraser) 

$7.99 $7.20ea

Cara has grown up in the shadow of the Wall, in a closed world of food shortages and high security. Her parents are dedicated
to their secret work for the government, and it’s only a matter of time before her gifted younger sister follows in their footsteps.
It’s all Cara has ever known until she meets Ava. One day Ava questions the government’s authority, and Cara makes a choice
that she might regret forever.
When Kasper joins the elite guard watching over a dangerous prisoner in a tower, he believes he is protecting his country
from a powerful witch. Until one day he discovers the prisoner is a beautiful princess - Izolda of Night- who is condemned by
a prophecy to die on her eighteenth birthday. Kasper decides to help her escape. But their hiding place won’t remain secret
forever. Will they find their happily ever after? Ages 13+
In the garage at the back of the family home sits Primo’s father’s pride and joy; a red Fiat 500 Classic. Bambino. It waits
amongst the dust motes for Primo’s father to recover, to come out of his paranoia and delusions. It waits and teases, like
nothing else can - least of all the demands of everyday life, for things to return to normal. And that isn’t going to happen any
time soon…Age 13+
Matt Cooper is twelve, and spends quite a bit of his time honing his magic skills and tricks. He doesn’t realise that his greatgrandfather, Mattheus Coperneau, was a professional magician whose career came to a disastrous end when a trick he
performed backfired spectacularly. What neither Matt nor Mattheus realise is that there’s an even older story behind the failure
of Mattheus’s ‘disappearing trick’ and a tragic romance is at the bottom of it all.
A laugh-aloud collection of stories about cricket, kissing and school from award-winning children’s author Pat Flynn. Tony
Ross is an ordinary 13-year-old boy with big dreams: he wants to prove he’s as good as his best mate Kane and he wants
to kiss Ashleigh Simpkin - the love of his life.
Meet Thomas and Cooper. Identical twins. Master pranksters! The best thing about being twins is that you always have twice
the fun (but get in double the trouble!).

223. Prank Alert #1
224. Skateboard Stars #2		
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225. Dinosaur Danger #3 NEW
226. Midnight Mischief #4 NEW

AUSTRALIAN NOVELS (176-373)
(Includes GST)
(RRP) (school)

227-230. Do You Dare? (Various) 

$14.99 $13.50ea

These fast-paced, adventure-driven stories effortlessly bring to life so many facets of our past. But most importantly, they’re
compelling reads, driven by vivid action, great characters and some thrilling moments of jeopardy! Ages 9+

227. Bushranger’s Boys: 1841 (Alison Lloyd)
228. Fighting Bones: 1836 (Alison Lloyd) NEW

229. Last Horse Race: 1844 (James Moloney) NEW
230. Tough Times: 1931 (Simon Mitchell)

231. Dragonkeeper #5: Shadow Sister (Carole Wilkinson) 

$24.95 $22.46

232. Dragonkeeper #1
$19.95 $17.96
233. Garden of the Purple Dragon #2 $19.95 $17.96

$19.95 $17.96
$19.95 $17.96

Tao is learning to be a Dragonkeeper. With no one to teach him it is not easy. He must keep Kai safe but there is danger at
every turn - they are pursued by a gang of murderous nomads, tricked by unseen spirits, attacked by a giant seven-headed
snake and disoriented in the realms of the dead. Tao knows he must prove he is truly worthy of the name Dragonkeeper. But
the road west is never straight and nothing for Tao and Kai is what it seems. Hardback

234. Dragon Moon #3 
235. Blood Brothers #4 

236-239. EJ Spy School (Susannah McFarlane) 

$7.99 $7.20ea

Read all about EJ’s training as EJ10 before she becomes EJ12! Designed for readers who are just getting started with chapter
books, they have less text than the EJ12 books, and there are illustrations throughout, so we can see jut how cute Emma,
Hannah and Elle were when they were just 8 years old!

236. Test, The #1

237. Race, The #2

238. Secret Spy #3

239. Puppy Alert #4

240-250. Ella and Olivia (Yvette Poshoglian) 

$7.99 $7.20ea

Meet Ella and Olivia. Big sister. Little sister. Best friends. Ella and Olivia are sisters. Ella is seven years old. Olivia is five-and-ahalf years old. They live with their mum and dad and little brother Max.

240.
241.
242.
243.

Cupcake Catastrophe #1
Best Friend Showdown #2
Ballet Stars #3
New Girl #4

244.
245.
246.
247.

Puppy Trouble #5
Big Sleepover, The #6
Pony Problem #7
Cool Kitties #8

248. Christmas Surprise #9
249. Sports Carnival #10
250. Flower Power #11 NEW

251. Figgy in the World (Tamsin Janu) 

$15.99 $14.40

252-259. Forever Clover (Holly Bell) 

$8.95 $8.06ea

Figgy has two problems. One is her name. Nobody in Ghana has that name. The other is that her grandmother is ill and needs
special medicine. Figgy can’t do much about her name, but she can do something for Grandma Ama. She will go to America
and bring back the medicine, and Kwame, her special goat, will go with her. Out in the wide world she will meet some bad
people, but she will also find good friends.
The Forever Clover girls are cool, smart, down to earth and totally relatable. They are great role models for young girls while also
being a lot of fun, and into all the cool things that girls love to love! The series launches with six fiction titles, one for each of the
Forever Clover girls! There’s Maddy, who loves sport, Kate, who’s a bit of a detective and Olivia who is an amazing gymnast.

252. Abbey Spells Trouble #1
253. Emma Saves the Day #2
254. Go, Maddie, Go! #3

255. Katie Plays Detective #4
258. Abbey Leads the Way #7 NEW
256. Matilda’s Lost and Found #5
259. Olivia Plays Her Part #8 NEW
257. Olivia’s Fantastic Gymnastics #6

260. Friday Barnes: Girl Detective (Rachel Spratt) 

$15.99 $14.40

261-276. Hey Jack Series (Sally Rippin) 

$7.95 $7.16ea

Imagine if Sherlock Holmes was an eleven-year-old girl! When girl detective Friday Barnes solves a bank robbery, she uses
the reward money to send herself to the most exclusive boarding school in the country, Highcrest Academy. On arrival Friday
is shocked to discover that the respectable school is actually a hotbed of crime. Can Friday solve Highcrest Academy’s many
strange mysteries?
Two new titles in this fun series for beginning readers

261.
262.
263.
264.

Best Party Ever
Big Adventure
Bravest Kid NEW
Bumpy Ride

265.
266.
267.
268.

Circus Lesson
Crazy Cousins
Lost Reindeer
New Friend

269.
270.
271.
272.

Playground Problem
Robot Blues
Scary Solo
Top Team

273.
274.
275.
276.

Toy Sale NEW
Winning Goal
Worry Monster
Worst Sleepover

277. I am Juliet (Jackie French) 

$16.99 $15.30

278. Infinity Drake #1: Sons of Scarlatti, The (John McNally) 

$19.99 $18.00

279-284. Juliet, Nearly a Vet (Rebecca Johnson and Kyla May) 

$9.99 $9.00ea

I am Juliet closely follows the well-known and loved plot of the play, but we also see the point of view of Rob, the thirteenyear-old boy who is the first to play the role of Juliet on the Elizabethan stage. Like many young people today, he too is
overwhelmed by ‘all those words’ that Shakespeare wrote. But Rob realises that the story of love and tragedy is a somewhat
simple one and the words are there for their extraordinary beauty and meaning.
Infinity Drake - aka Finn - is off on holiday with his mad scientist Uncle when they are summoned to a crisis meeting. Scarlatti,
a lethal bio-weapon - an uber-wasp killing machine - has been released by a pitiless villain with incalculable consequences for
mankind. UNLESS Uncle Al can shrink a military team to track down and kill the beast. But then disaster strikes - sabotage!
Juliet is ten years old and loves animals. Her mum is a vet and this is where her adventures begin... Age 7+

279. Great Pet Plan, The #1
280. At the Show #2

281. Farm Friends #3
282. Bush Baby Rescue #4

283. Beach Buddies #5 NEW
284. Zookeeper For A Day #6 NEW

285. Kelsey and the Quest of the Porcelain Doll (Roseanne Hawke) 

$14.95 $13.46

When eight-year-old Kelsey goes to Pakistan so her Mum and Dad can help flood victims, she’s miserable. To ease her
homesickness, Kelsey talks to her nanna on Skype. Together they create a story about a porcelain doll that nanna sends from
Australia. As Kelsey waits for the doll to arrive they imagine the doll’s adventures across Pakistan.

286. Last Thirteen #8: Six (James Phelan) 

$14.99 $13.50ea

From the Kremlin in Moscow to the wilds of Siberia, Sam is involved in a race-within-the-race with an old adversary with a
sinister way of staying one step ahead. The more Sam and his friends dream, the less they will remember... Sam must find
the last 13. Our fate lies with them alone.

287. Last Thirteen #1: Thirteen
288. Last Thirteen #2: Twelve
289. Last Thirteen #3: Eleven

290. Last Thirteen #4: Ten
291. Last Thirteen #5: Nine

292. Last Thirteen #6: Eight
293. Last Thirteen #7: Seven
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294. Lost World Circus #6: Animal Planet (Justin D’Ath) 

$14.99 $13.50ea

The deadly rat flu virus has changed - humans are catching it and nobody is sure why. Officer Katt is trying to blame it on the
Lost World Circus and it’s up to Colt to prove her wrong. But he and Birdy are trapped in the sewers, and the man who holds
the key to it all is being held prisoner at DoRFE Headquarters. Is this the end of the road for all of humankind?

295. Last Elephant #1
296. Singing Ape #2

297. Secret Super Hero #3 		
298. Boy Versus Rat Dog #4

299. Plague Island #5

300-307. Lulu Bell (Belinda Murrell) 

Meet Lulu Bell. Where there’s Lulu, there’s family, friends, animals and adventures galore! Ages 6+

300.
301.
302.
303.

Lulu
Lulu
Lulu
Lulu

Bell
Bell
Bell
Bell

and
and
and
and

the
the
the
the

Birthday Unicorn #1
Fairy Penguin #2
Cubby Fort #3
Moon Dragon #4

304.
305.
306.
307.

Lulu
Lulu
Lulu
Lulu

Bell
Bell
Bell
Bell

and
and
and
and

the
the
the
the

$9.95 $8.96ea

Circus Pup #5
Sea Turtle #6
Tiger Club #7 NEW
Pyjama Party #8 NEW

308. Machine Wars (Michael Pryor) 

$17.99 $16.10

309. M
 ates Great Australian Yarns: Boy from Snowy River
(Edwina Howard and Joseph Bond) 

$12.99 $11.70

310. My Australian Story: Convict Girl (Chrissie Michaels) 

$16.99 $15.30

311. My Life and Other Stuff That Went Wrong (Tristan Bancks and Gus Gordon) 

$15.99 $14.40

The Bourne Identity meets The Terminator in this fast-paced techno-thriller. It was only a matter of time until one escaped.
Bram just wasn’t expecting it to be today. In the sky, drones are hunting him. On every corner, machines are waiting to kill
him. But Bram has a plan. First, scatter and hide. Then, with his best friend and wise-cracking robo-duck, help to save the
world. Age 12+

George really wants to go to Big Spills Water World. But it’s a long way from Mumblegum. His Gran has a plan. It involves
Bandicoot, the old stockhorse, and a race for prize money. Easy! From tall tales to spooky stories and everything in between,
Mates are all-Australian stories for Aussie kids. With colour illustrations on every page!
Mary Beckith, convicted for theft, is transported for life to the colony of New South Wales. She is determined to take charge
of her own destiny by whatever means she can. But she does not reckon on the most powerful people in the colony making
decisions that will alter her live forever. Her fate is to be linked to two extraordinary explorers - Nicholas Baudin and Matthew
Flinders - and their marvellous Voyages of Discovery.
I’m Tom Weekly and this is my life. Inside the covers of this book you’ll read lots of weird-funny-gross stories and learn the
secret of my strangest body part. But I guarantee that won’t freak you out as much as the story of how Stella Holling, a girl
who’s been in love with me since second grade, tricked me into kissing her.

312-317. Our Australian Girl (Various) 

$14.95 $13.46ea

Continue the adventures of Daisy and Pearlie. There’s Daisy, who lives in Melbourne, 1930 and is dealing with the big move
form the country to the city. Pearlie lives in Darwin, 1941, and the war is having a big impact on her life. For all books in this
popular series please go to www.pegiwilliams.com.au

312. Meet Daisy (1930)			
313. Daisy All Alone #2 NEW			
314. Daisy in the Mansion #3 NEW			

315. Meet Pearlie (1941)
316. Pearlie’s Pet Rescue #2 NEW
317. Pearlie the Spy #3 NEW

318. Pearlie Goes to Rio! #15 (Wendy Harmer) 

$14.99 $13.50ea

When Pearlie arrives in the dazzling Tijuca Forest in Brazil, she discovers a world of creatures she’s never seen before. There
are shiny beetles, and lizards that walk on water. But the most amazing creatures of all are the beautifully coloured caterpillars.
Pearlie helps her new friend, Morena the Tijuca Forest fairy, prepare for a giant celebration. But some very naughty birds and
a case of mistaken identity could ruin the party completely!

319.
320.
321.
322.
323.
324.
325.

Pearlie
Pearlie
Pearlie
Pearlie
Pearlie
Pearlie
Pearlie

in the Park #1		
and the Big Doll #2		
and Opal #3		
and the Lost Handbag #4		
and Jasper #5		
and the Christmas Angel #6		
and Great Aunt Garnet #7		

326.
327.
328.
329.
330.
331.
332.

Pearlie
Pearlie
Pearlie
Pearlie
Pearlie
Pearlie
Pearlie

and Sapphire #8
and Her Pink Shell #9
and the Fairy Queen #10
in Central Park #11
and the Cherry Blossom Fairy #12
and the Silver Fern Fairy #13
in Paris #14

333. Phyllis Wong and the Return of the Conjuror (Geoffrey McSkimming) 

$14.99 $13.50ea

Someone has sold a number of incredibly valuable first editions of Shakespeare’s collected plays at the antique auction house
‘The House of Wendlebury’ and Chief Inspector Inglis suspects foul play. These rare First Folios are in mint condition, but are
not forgeries. Where on earth could they have come from? Has a crime been committed?

334. Phyllis Wong and the Forgotten Secrets of Mr Okyto #1
335. Remembered by Heart: An Anthology of Indigenous Writing (Sally Morgan) 

$17.99 $16.10

336. Rescue on Nim’s Island (Wendy Orr and Geoff Kelly) 

$14.99 $13.50

From life in the desert to growing up on a mission, enduring devastating policies in the 1930s to bravely seizing new opportunities
in the 1960s, these are fifteen true stories reflecting a diverse range of Aboriginal Australian experiences. Ages 14+
Nim lives on an island with her father, Jack, a marine iguana called Fred, a sea lion called Selkie, and their friend Alex Rover, the
adventure writer. Nim’s island is the most beautiful place in the world, and she wouldn’t swap places with anyone. When Jack
invites a group of scientists to visit, they bring their children as well. But two of the scientists have plans other than studying
algae...Nim must choose between saving a natural treasure and saving someone’s life.

337. Nim Stories, The (2-in-1 Bind-up of Nim’s Island and Nim at Sea) 

$16.99 $15.30

338. Roses are Blue (Sally Murphy and Gabrielle Evans) 

$16.95 $15.26

339. S
 ecret Agent Derek Danger Dale #1: Case of the Animals Behaving
Really, Really Badly (Michael Gerard Bauer and Joe Bauer)

$12.99 $11.70

From the award-winning author of Pearl Verses the World and Toppling comes a story about resilience and the importance
of family. “I have not got used to my new mum, even though I love her (I absolutely love her), but I miss my happy, painting,
dancing, gardening, smiling mum.” Amber Rose and her family are dealing with tragedy and change. But sometimes hope
suddenly blooms...

Eric Vale’s comic character now has his very own series. Can Secret Agent Derek ‘Danger’ Dale outwit a criminal mastermind,
escape the clutches of the four most deadly creatures on the planet and save the world’s biggest diamond?
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340. Sequin Star, The (Belinda Murrell)

$16.99 $15.30

341. Spurt (Christopher Miles) 

$16.95 $15.26

After her grandmother falls ill, Claire finds a sequin star among her treasures. Why does Claire’s wealthy grandmother own
such a cheap piece? The mystery deepens when the brooch hurtles Claire back in time to 1932. Claire finds herself stranded
in the camp of Sterling Brothers Circus. She is allowed to stay - if she works hard. The Great Depression has made life difficult
for everyone, but Claire makes friends with circus performers Rosina and Jem, and a boy called Kit. When Kit is kidnapped,
it’s up to Claire, Rosina and Jem to save him. But Claire is starting to wonder who Kit and Rosina really are. One is escaping
poverty and the other is escaping wealth - can the two find happiness together?
Jack Sprigley isn’t just a late-bloomer. He’s a no-bloomer. He’s about to start the last term of year nine and puberty is still a
total no-show. Worse yet, he hasn’t heard from his friends all holidays. He assumes they’ve finally dumped him and his childlike body, except then he finds out that it’s much worse than that. His friends are now so far ahead of him that they’ve started
hooking up and getting girlfriends. Then he comes up with a plan: he just has to fake puberty. Ages 13+

342. Talk Like an Egyptian (Alexa Moses) 

$16.99 $15.30ea

Thirteen-year-old exchange student Jenna thought that her New York school trip would be all about vintage shopping, celeb
spotting and spa treatments. But her musty old teacher has other ideas. When a trip to Dullsville (aka the Metropolitan
Museum) finds Jenna stuck 3500 years in the past - like in Ancient Egypt - she has to figure out a way to get back to
civilization. Armed only with a smartphone, her big mouth and a second-hand pair of Marc Jacobs sandals, it’s going to take
a lot of fast-talking to avoid all of the traps of Ancient Egypt.

343. Slave Girl #1
344. Tinklers Three #4: Perfect Pet, The (Meredith Badger) 

$12.95 $11.66ea

They have done a lot of hard things to show they’re ready for one. They’ve eaten an extra bowl of ice-cream every day,
cleaned their teeth while hopping on one foot, and done a very good job of making a mess. But can they agree on which pet
would be best?

345. Very Good Idea, A #1

346. Excellent Invention #2

348. Through My Eyes: Emilio (Sophie Masson) 

347. Coolest Pool, The #3
$15.99 $14.40ea

For high-school student Emilio Garcia Lopez, it’s an ordinary school day. But that evening the knock on the door announcing
the arrival of his police-officer cousin Juanita, flanked by a tall man in the uniform of the Federal Police, will turn his ordinary
day into the beginning of a long nightmare. Emilio’s mother has been kidnapped in broad daylight from a hotel carpark by
unidentified criminals. An action-packed story set in a contemporary conflict zone.

349. Amina (Somalia)

350. Naveed (Afghanistan)

352. Troubletwisters #4: Missing, Presumed Evil (Garth Nix) 

351. Shahana (Kashmir)
$12.99 $11.70ea

Trouble is looming over the quiet coastal town of Portland. A door has been opened to the Evil Dimension, and twins Jack
and Jaide are about to face their greatest challenge ever ...Jack and Jaide Shield finally learn what it means to be a warden
in training as they pit their wits and gifts against mysterious fellow troubletwister Stefano Battaglio. But the competition soon
gets serious when a way is opened to the dangerous realm of the Evil…

353. Troubletwisters #1

354. Troubletwisters: Monster, The #2

355. Mystery of the Golden Card, The #3

356. Violet Mackerel’s Helpful Suggestion #7(Anna Branford and Sarah Davis) $19.95 $17.96ea
Violet Mackerel is excited. Her best friend Rose is going on a trip to Japan. But Violet is going to miss her terribly. Six weeks
is a long time. What if Rose forgets her? It may all be a slight disaster. Unless Violet can come up with a perfect plan and a
very helpful suggestion.

357. Violet Mackerel’s Brilliant Plot #1
358. Violet Mackerel’s Remarkable Recovery #2
359. Violet Mackerel’s Natural Habitat #3

360. Violet Mackerel’s Personal Space #4
361. Violet Mackerel’s Possible Friend #5
362. Violet Mackerel’s Pocket Protest #6

363. Weirdo 2: Even Weirder (Anh Do) 

$14.99 $13.50

Weir’s back and even weirder! But it’s not just Weir who’s weird, it’s his whole family. Not even their pet bird is normal! How
will he keep cool with a school trip to the zoo coming up AND Bella’s birthday party?! It won’t be easy . . . but it will be funny!

364. Weirdo #1 

$12.99 $11.70

365. Writing Clementine (Kate Gordon) 

$15.99 $14.40

A funny, warm, feel-good novel about friends, family, first kisses and finding your way in the world. Clementine Darcy is
floundering. She wants to be the kind of fish who swims to the swish of her own fins - upstream, not simply carried along by
the current. But she is finding the swirling waters of school and home difficult to navigate. Ages 13+

366-369. You Choose (George Ivanoff) 

$14.99 $13.50ea

A new series of interactive books where the reader gets to make key decisions about how the story progresses. Numerous
intertwining story paths and a plethora of different endings (many of them resulting in certain death) combined with a variety of
genres and an odd assortment of really weird characters provides a roller-coaster ride of a reading adventure.

366. Treasure of Dead Man’s Cove, The #1		
367. Mayhem at Magic School #2		

368. Maze of Doom #3
369. Ghost House #4

370-373. Young Readers (various) 

Popular Australian picture books , now in reader format — perfect for beginning readers!

370. Sheep on a Beach
371. There Was an Old Bloke Who Swallowed A Chook

$6.99 $6.30ea

372. There Was an Old Lady Who Swallowed A Mozzie
373. Wombat Stew

ORDER ONLINE
TODAY
www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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374. 39 Clues: The Unstoppable #3: Countdown (Natalie Standiford) 

$17.99 $16.20ea

The clock has run out for thirteen-year-old Dan Cahill. As head of the Cahill’s, the most powerful family the world has ever
known, he and his older sister Amy have been in the crosshairs for too long. Dan and Amy have always managed to stay a
step ahead of their enemies, but it was only a matter of time until luck failed them…

375. Nowhere to Run #1		

376. Breakaway #2

377. Alex Rider: Russian Roulette (Anthony Horowitz) 

$18.95 $17.06ea

An international contract killer has been given his orders. His next target is a fourteen-yearold spy ... Alex Rider. The man’s
name is Yassen Gregorovich. He knows Alex well. The two of them share a secret from the past. As he considers his next
mission, Yassen remembers the forces that turned him from an ordinary schoolboy into a hired assassin. What is it that makes
someone choose to do evil? What would it take to make them kill?

378. Stormbreaker #1
379. Point Blanc #2
380. Skeleton Key #3

381. Eagle Strike #4
382. Scorpia #5
383. Ark Angel #6

384. Snakehead #7
385. Crocodile Tears #8
386. Scorpia Rising #9

387-388. Angela Nicely (Alan MacDonald and David Roberts) 

$9.95 $8.96ea

From the world of Dirty Bertie comes a new star! A brand new series from David Roberts, creator of Dirty Bertie, Angela Nicely
is already well known to Bertie’s fans. Angela might look like she’s made of sugar and spice and all things nice, but nothing
could be further from the truth!

387. Angela Nicely #1		

388. Queen Bee #2

389. Araminta Spook #6: Gargoyle Hall (Angie Sage) 

$12.99 $11.70ea

When Araminta throws cold water over her best friend’s mum to disperse a crowd of panicked bats, it’s decided Araminta has
been ‘helpful’ one too many times, and she is packed off to boarding school. On arrival, Araminta is surprised to discover that
Gargoyle Hall makes her home, Spook House, seems positively cosy. Most of the other pupils have been scared away, but
Araminta senses that something or someone is behind the menace.

390. My Haunted House #1
391. Sword in the Grotto #2

392. Frognapped #3		 394. Ghostsitters #5
393. Vampire Brat #4

395. Armageddon Outta Here: World of Skulduggery Pleasant (Derek Landy) 

$19.99 $18.00

396.
397.
398.
399.
400.
401.
402.
403.

$14.99
$14.99
$14.99
$14.99
$14.99
$14.99
$14.99
$14.99

We all know that doors are for people with no imagination so smash the glass, climb through the window and enter the
awesome world of Skulduggery Pleasant with this ultimate story collection. For the first time, every Skulduggery Pleasant short
story - plus The End of the World, the World Book Day novelette - is collected into one magnificent volume.

Skulduggery
Skulduggery
Skulduggery
Skulduggery
Skulduggery
Skulduggery
Skulduggery
Skulduggery

Pleasant #1
Pleasant: Playing With Fire #2
Pleasant: Faceless One #3
Pleasant: Dark Days #4
Pleasant: Mortal Coil #5 
Pleasant: Deathbringer #6 
Pleasant: Kingdom of the Wicked #7 
Pleasant: Last Stand of Dead Men #8

404. Beast Quest Bumper Edition #13: Okawa The River Beast (Adam Blade) 

$13.50
$13.50
$13.50
$13.50
$13.50
$13.50
$13.50
$13.50

$15.99 $14.40ea

Evil never rests in Avantia, and a deadly new enemy lies in wait for our heroes. Okawa the River Beast lurks in his muddy lair,
ready to trap unsuspecting travellers. Can Tom and Elenna escape the Beast’s clutches, or will they meet a watery end? The
latest action-packed bumper special edition in this hugely popular adventure series.

405.
406.
407.
408.

Vedra and Krimon #1
Spiros the Ghost Phoenix #2
Arax the Soul Eater #3
Kragos and Kilgor #4

409.
410.
411.
412.

Creta the Winged Terror #5
Mortaxe the Skeleton Warrior #6
Ravira the Ruler #7
Raksha the Mirror Demon #8

413. Grashkor the Beast Guard #9
414. Ferrok the Iron Soldier #10
415. Viktor the Deadly Archer #11
416. Anoret the First Beast #12

417. Big Nate: Mr Popularity GRAPHIC NOVEL NEW (Lincoln Peirce) 

$14.99 $13.50ea

Open up and start laughing! The fourth compilation of classic Big Nate comic strips that were originally published in newspapers
and on the Web at comics.com, Mr Popularity gives you another slice of funny from the maestro himself - Big Nate.

418.
419.
420.
421.
422.
423.
424.
425.
426.
427.

Big
Big
Big
Big
Big
Big
Big
Big
Big
Big

Nate and Friends: Graphic Novel
Nate from the Top: Graphic Novel
Nate Game On: Graphic Novel
Nate Genius Mode: Graphic Novel
Nate: Great Minds Think Alike: Graphic Novel
Nate: Here Goes Nothing
Nate: I Can’t Take It! Graphic Novel
Nate Makes the Grade: Graphic Novel
Nate Out Loud: Graphic Novel
Nate: What Could Possibly Go Wrong?

428.
429.
430.
431.
432.
433.

Boy with the Biggest Head, The #1
Big Nate Strikes Again #2
Big Nate on a Roll #3
Big Nate Goes For Broke #4
Big Nate Flips Out #5
Big Nate in the Zone #6

434. Bink and Gollie: Best Friends Forever #3 (Kate DiCamillo and Tony Fucile) 

$14.95 $13.46ea

Gollie is quite sure she has royal blood in her veins, but can Bink survive her friend’s queenly airs - specially if pancakes are not
part of the deal? Bink wonders what it would be like to be as tall as her friend, but how far will she stretch her luck to find out?

435. Bink and Gollie #1		

436. Bink and Gollie: Two for One #2

437. Bow, The (Catherine Mayo) 

$17.95 $16.16ea

“There’s only one arrow, but you only have to shoot one man. I know you won’t miss.” War is coming to Bronze Age Greece.
It’s time to skill up. And Odysseus’s challenges are mounting. Can he find his grandfather’s hidden gold? Find the strength to
string and shoot from the Great Bow of Eurytos, which no man has done for generations? Toughest of all, can he persuade
a girl to love him? Age 13+

438. Murder at Mykenai
439. Chocolate Box Girls #5: Sweet Honey (Cathy Cassidy) 

$14.99 $13.50ea

Honey is going to live with her Dad in Australia. Determined to make a fresh start, she couldn’t be further away from the tough
times at Tanglewood. Her new life is a dream come true - until school begins. The girls are different from Honey’s friends in
England and the only person who seems to understand her is the cute boy from the beach she’s chatting to online. But when
he, the girls at school and even her dad start breaking promises, who can she trust?

440. Cherry Crush #1
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442. Summer’s Dream #3

443. Coco Caramel #4
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444-449. D
 C Comics: Superman Family Adventures: Graphic Novels 
(Art Baltazar) NEW

$12.99 $11.70ea

Superman’s closest allies take the stage like you have never seen before! Don’t miss the action-packed, history-making, super
adventure awesomeness!! Classic Superman elements reinterpreted for all ages.

444. Adventures Begin! The
445. Enter Bizarro!

446. Menace of Metallo!
447. Monkey Metropolis

448. Super Pets!
449. Who is the Purple Superman?

450. Diary of Dorkius Maximus in Pompeii (Tim Collins) 

$12.95 $11.66ea

Dorkius is annoyed when he has to move with his family to Pompeii for the summer. He has to leave behind all the joys of
Rome for a boring small town. He finds the people of Pompeii to be even more superstitious than his mum, but things brighten
up when he meets a local boy called Fabricus who’s convinced a demon is haunting nearby Mount Vesuvius. They go off to
investigate and Dorkius finds that the demonic rumbles are coming from inside the volcano itself.

451. Diary of Dorkius Maximus #1			

452. Diary of Dorkius Maximus In Egypt #2

453. Dirty Bertie: Dinosaur! (Alan MacDonald and David Roberts) 

$10.99 $9.90

454. Dirty Bertie: Toothy! (Alan MacDonald and David Roberts) 

$10.99 $9.90

Dirty Bertie the boy with nose-pickingly disgusting habits is back for another helping of comic chaos! Join Bertie as he takes
Angela Nicely on a dinosaur hunt, bites off more than he can chew at the Easter fair and gets into an alarming situation petsitting next door’s cat.
Join Bertie as he takes a reluctant trip to the dentist, tries to keep his cool on the hottest day of the year and causes a mid-air
emergency whilst flying with a very nervous Dad!

455. Dork Diaires #7: TV Star (Renee Russell) 

$16.99 $15.30ea

Nikki and her friends are about to have their five minutes of fame! A reality TV crew is going to follow them for the whole
month as they record their hit song together. But will the excitement also cause unexpected problems, now that cameras are
everywhere Nikki and her friends go? Is life in the spotlight really going to be all they think it is or will it be a Dork Disaster?

456. Dork Diaries #1
457. Party Time #2

458. Pop Star #3
459. Skating Sensation #4

460. Dear Dork #5
461. Holiday Heartbreak #6

462. Eagle Trial, The (Robert Rigby) 

$16.95 $15.26

WWII, German-occupied Antwerp, and life continues as usual for 16-year-old Paul Hansen - until his father is shot. Paul learns
that his parents are part of a group of resistance fighters and he’s whisked away by Jos Theys, his father’s closest friend, to the
home of an elderly couple. There Paul learns he must leave Antwerp as quickly as possible and travel south through France
and across the Pyrenees into Spain, and from there to England, and freedom. Age 13+

463. Emily Feather and the Chest Of Charm #3 (Holly Webb) 

$12.99 $11.70ea

Emily doesn’t like the boy her older sister Lory keeps bringing home. There’s something untrustworthy about him, though
Emily can’t put her finger on exactly what. Soon she discovers Lory is in danger! The boy has tricked her into taking him
through the doors into the fairy world. Robin, Lark and Emily must go through the attic to sneak into the fairy world. Will they
find Lory in time?

464. Emily Feather and the Enchanted Door #1		

465. Emily Feather and the Secret Mirror #2

466. Extraordinary Education of Nicholas Benedict, The (Trenton Lee Stewart) $16.99 $15.30ea

When Nicholas is sent to a new orphanage, he encounters vicious bullies, selfish adults and a mystery that could change his
life for ever. On his quest to solve the mystery, Nicholas finds enemies around every corner, but also friends in unexpected
places and discovers that the greatest puzzle of all is himself. Prequel to the best-selling Mysterious Benedict Society series.

467. Mysterious Benedict Society #1
468. Mysterious Benedict Society and the Perilous Journey #2
469. Mysterious Benedict Society and the Prisoner’s Dilemma #3
470-477. Fairy Animals of Misty Wood (Lily Small) 

$8.95 $8.06ea

Enter an enchanted world of animal friends! Each cute animal has its own pair of pretty fairy wings, and a special job to do in
Misty Wood to make it a wonderful place to live. Ages 6+

470. Chloe the Kitten #1
471. Bella the Bunny #2
472. Paddy the Puppy #3

473. Mia the Mouse #4
474. Poppy the Pony #5
475. Sophie the Squirrel #6

476. Daisy the Deer #7
477. Betsy the Bunny #8

478. Forbidden Library, The (Django Wexler) 

$17.99 $16.20

When Alice’s father goes down in a shipwreck, she is sent away to live with distant relative Mr Geryon, owner of a huge, dark
library that is off limits to Alice. After meeting a talking cat who is willing to sneak her in, Alice opens a book and suddenly
finds herself inside it - and the only way out is by conquering the dangerous creatures within.

479. Geek Girl #3: Picture Perfect (Holly Smale) 

$17.99 $16.20ea

Harriet Manners knows more facts than most. She knows that New York is the most populous city in the United States. She
knows that its official motto is ‘Ever Upward’. She knows that one in thirty-eight people living in the US lives there. But she
knows nothing whatsoever about modelling in the Big Apple and how her family will cope with life stateside. And even more
importantly, what to do when the big romantic gestures coming your way aren’t from your boyfriend...

480. Geek Girl #1		

481. Geek Girl: Model Misfit #2

482. Ghost of the Trenches: Legends from the First World War (Helen Watts) $12.99 $11.70

As the Great War raged, and in its aftermath, people created hundreds of legends and stories round it, to speak of the
sadness, the heroism, the deaths. Author Helen Watts and storyteller Taffy Thomas bring together this compelling, moving
collection of ghost stories and mysteries from both sides of the conflict, from the haunted U-boat to the ghost of the trenches.

483. Girl from Hard Times Hill. The (Emma Barnes) 

$12.99 $11.70

When Cathy’s father finally returns from Occupied Germany in the years following World War II, Cathy should be pleased,
shouldn’t she? But she hardly knows her father, and his arrival means moving out of Nanna’s house into the city. Cathy hates
the change, yet when she has the opportunity to be the first member of her working-class family to go to Grammar School, it
is her dad who is behind her all the way. Cathy is ostracised by the better-off pupils at her new school, and sneered at by the
teachers, but with the help of German-Jewish refugee Judith, she begins to find her strength.

484. Gladiator: Vengeance #4 (Simon Scarrow) 

$16.99 $15.30ea

Marcus may be free from the brutal training regime of the gladiators but he will not rest until he finds his mother. With his old
friends Festus and Lupus at his side, and a letter from Caesar instructing all who cross his path to help him, he begins his
journey. Many do not want to see Marcus succeed. Many more would rather see him dead. As the most powerful men in the
country plot against him, is it finally over for the son of Spartacus?

485. Gladiator: Fight for Freedom #1

486. Gladiator: Street Fighter #2

487. Gladiator:Son of Spartacus #3
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488. Going Home (Cliff McNish) 

$14.99 $13.50

489. Go Well, Anna Hibiscus (Atinuke) 

$13.95 $12.56

490. House of Secrets #2: Battle of the Beasts (Chris Columbus) 

$19.99 $18.00

At the Happy Paws Rescue Centre, every pet dreams of one thing: going home. But Ralph, Mitch, Bessie and Fred are the
no-hopers: dogs so difficult or troublesome they aren’t expected to ever go home. Who’d want to adopt any of them instead
of a cute little puppy? But when Happy Paws reviews its policy of never putting an unwanted pet down, time starts running
out for the dogs. Can they prove that they’re worth a second chance?
Anna Hibiscus and her family are going to the village with Grandfather. They travel by bus through mangrove swamp and
rainforest, through scrubland and rivers, over hills and mountains. When they arrive, everyone stays in Anna’s family house,
which first belonged to her great-grandmother and great-grandfather. Little has changed since then: there is no running water,
no electricity, no road and no signal. But Anna Hibiscus’ life is about to change in many ways…

Just when the Walker kids thought they were safe, the Wind Witch blasts Kristoff House into a crazy world of battles, beasts
and cyborgs. From the searing heat and clashing swords of the Colosseum, to the snow-capped Tibetan mountains and some
seriously freaky monks - the stakes have never been higher! Can the Walkers save the world? Again? Brendan, Cordelia and
Nell better be prepared to fight for their lives…

491. House of Secrets #1 

$14.99 $13.50

492. Infinity Ring #7: Iron Empire, The (James Dashner) 

$14.99 $13.50ea

At long last Dak, Sera and Riq travel back in time to the moment it all began. Their mission: to save the life of young Alexander
the Great. But they are not the only time travellers in ancient Greece. An epic battle against their most dangerous foe awaits
them ... and history will be written by the victors.

493. Mutiny in Time, A #1
494. Divide and Conquer #2

495. Trap Door, The #3
496. Curse of the Ancients #4

497. Cave of Wonders #5
498. Behind Enemy Lines #6

499-506. Jake Maddox Sports Stories (Various) 

$11.99 $10.80ea

These best-selling sports stories by Jake Maddox are a hit with boys and girls alike! Pumped-up, easy-to-read stories with an
emphasis on speed, skill, and fair play. The boys and girls in these books face obstacles on the gridiron, the court, the ice, or
the half-pipe, and meet mental and social challenges as well.

499. Beach Bully
500. Board Battle
501. Dance Team Dilemma

502. Kart Competition
503. Paintball Problems
504. Rebound Time

505. Running Scared
506. Skating Showdown

507. Judy Moody and Stink: The Big Bad Blackout (Megan McDonald and Peter Reynolds)  $19.95 $17.96

Judy and Stink and the whole Moody family hunker down with beans and batteries, ready to wait out the storm. But along
with massive rain and strong winds, Hurricane Elmer throws down ghosts, squirrels, and aliens. Spooky! Just when things
couldn’t possibly get any freakier -- “flicker, flicker, gulp! -- “the lights go O-U-T “out.”

508. Holly Joliday #1 $11.95 $10.76

509. Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad Treasure Hunt, The #2 $11.95 $10.76

510. Line of Fire: Diary of an Unknown Soldier: Graphic Novel (Barroux) 

$24.99 $22.50

511-519. Marvel Ready to Read (Various) 

$6.99 $6.30ea

Barroux rescued this diary from a rubbish heap on a street in Paris and illustrated the soldier’s words. We have no idea who
the soldier is or what became of him. We just have his words and Barroux’s extraordinary pictures. In this striking graphic
novel adaptation of a 100-year-old diary, the events of the first two months of WWI are told through the eyes of the unknown
soldier. This is living history in the form of one man’s story silhouetted against the historical events of 1914 that formed and
transformed the world we live in today. 96 pages.
A great series for beginning and younger readers who love superheroes. Ages 5+

511.
512.
513.
514.
515.

Avengers Assemble
Avengers: Kree-Skrull War, The NEW
Return of the First Avenger, The
Spider-Man: Spidey’s New Costume NEW
Story of Iron Man, The

516.
517.
518.
519.

Story of Spider-Man, The
Story of the Avengers, The
Story of Wolverine, The
X-Men: Days of Future Past NEW

520. Night Run, The (Bali Rai) 

$12.99 $11.70

521. Night Sky Dragons (Mal Peet and Patrick Benson) 

$27.99 $25.20

522. Cloud Tea Monkeys $15.95 $14.36		

$16.95 $15.26

Amritsar, India, 1919. A city on the verge of meltdown, as tensions between the local people and the British colonial rulers
explode. 12-year-old Arjan Singh learns that his father has been falsely charged with serious crimes and faces hanging. But
there has been a terrible massacre in the city, as British troops fired on unarmed Indians, and the city is under curfew. Arjan
sets out on a perilous mission to save his father, in the face of armed troops, martial curfew, and vicious local bandits.
Yazul, a young boy, spends most of his time with his grandfather in his workshop, making kites. More than anything, Yazul
wants the approval of his father, the lord of the han, but this love of kite-making only ever seems to elicit disappointment:
“Travel and trade are what matters,” his father says. One day, the han becomes surrounded by a group of bandits. Food
becomes scarce and spirits rapidly fall but Yazul has an idea...with the help of his grandfather he might just be able to scare
the bandits away and save the han!

523. Mysterious Traveller, The 

524. No Stars to Wish On (Zana Fraillon) 

$15.99 $14.40

525. Night Vision (Ella West) 

$14.99 $13.50

Each kid only has one pair of shoes here. Number 49’s shoes are a pretty good fit for me and I know they’re new because
they still have that plastic smell. But the real Number 49 is quite a bit bigger than I am, because his pants keep falling down
on me. Jack loves telling jokes, but not many people laugh at them in the orphanage. Will he ever be reunited with his mother
and sister, his great-aunts and great-grandmother, back at home? A haunting, fable-like story.
Viola was born with a genetic condition that makes sunlight deadly. In the dark of night, when most teenagers are tucked up
in bed, Viola has the run of her parents’ farm and the surrounding forest. She is used to seeing hidden things through her
night-vision goggles, but one night she sees something that could get her into a whole lot of trouble...how far is Viola willing
to go to help her parents keep their beloved farm? Ages 12+

526. Middle School: Save Rafe! #5 (James Patterson) 

$14.99 $13.50ea

After a rough summer, Rafe is heading back to the dreaded Hills Village Middle School, the site of the very worst years of his
life. And as if that’s not bad enough, Rafe’s learned that he’s going to be held back a year unless he can prove himself on an
outdoor survival excursion - complete with dangerous white-water rafting, dizzying rock climbing and military style counsellors.
Can Rafe come out of the experience in one piece?
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531-534. Mighty Mighty Monsters: Graphic Novels (Sean O’Reilly) 

$10.99 $9.90ea

In a strange corner of the world is the haunted country of Transylmania, the birthplace of heroes and legendary creatures,
such as Frankenstein, Dracula, and the Wolfman. That’s where you will find a team of young friends who are learning to face
danger and adventure with bravery and friendship.

531. Abominable Snow Kid, The
532. Gremlin’s Curse, The

533. Homesick Witch
534. Science Fair Nightmare

535. Mission Survival #7: Rage of the Rhino (Bear Grylls) 

$14.99 $13.50ea

Young adventurer Beck Granger is invited to South Africa by an old friend of his parents’ to help out on a project to prevent
rhino poaching. But when he arrives all is not as it seems, and Beck is caught up in something more dangerous than anything
he’s ever survived before …

536. Gold of the Gods #1
537. Way of the Wolf #2

538. Sands of the Scorpion #3
539. Tracks of the Tiger #4

540. Claws of the Crocodile #5
541. Strike of the Shark #6

542. My Sister the Vampire #16: Fashion Frightmare! (Sienna Mercer) 

$14.95 $13.46

543. Only Child Club, The (Anne Fine) 

$11.95 $10.76

The Cafe Creative fashion show is just around the corner, and everyone who’s anyone is ready to strike a pose. Everyone
except Ivy, that is. Modelling is her worst nightmare! Twin sister Olivia is there to lend a hand. But soon strutting down the
catwalk is the least of their worries, when a priceless accessory goes missing. Is there a couture crook in Franklin Grove?
Ryan wants to start a club. An Only Child Club. He recruits two similarly deprived friends who join him in an experimental few
days of constant bickering, fighting over who gets the free gift from the cereal box and spending a whole day making a model,
only to have it destroyed. Having had a taste of what it’s like to have siblings, the trio realizes that friends are nearly as good
as having brothers and sisters - and often less annoying!

544-553. Other Side of the Story (Various) 

$12.99 $11.70ea

Was Cinderella annoyingly chatty? Was the Big Bad Wolf a victim of circumstance? Just because these classic stories are
told from the protagonist’s point of view doesn’t mean the antagonists don’t have their side of the story too. Make sure your
readers have the whole story!

544.
545.
546.
547.
548.

Believe Me, Goldilocks Rocks!
549. Really, Rapunzel Needed A Haircut! NEW
Frankly, I Never Wanted To Kiss Anybody! NEW 550. Seriously, Cinderella was so Annoying!
Honestly, Red Riding Hood was Rotten!
551. Seriously, Snow White was so Forgetful!
No Kidding, Mermaids Are A Joke! NEW
552. Truly, We Both Loved Beauty Dearly! NEW
No Lie, I Acted Like a Beast!
553. Trust Me, Jack’s Beanstalk Stinks!

554. Poppy (Mary Hooper) 

$15.99 $14.40

Poppy is young, beautiful and clever - and working as a parlourmaid in the de Vere family’s country house. Poppy’s life is about
to be thrown dramatically off course. The first reason is love - with someone forbidden, who could never, ever marry a girl like
her. The second reason is war. As the lists of the dead and wounded grow longer, Poppy must do whatever she can to help
the injured soldiers, knowing all the while that her own soldier may never return home. Ages 13+

555. Power of Five #3: Nightrise: Graphic Novel (Anthony Horowitz and Nigel Dobbyn) $19.95 $17.96ea

Fourteen-year-old twins Scott and Jamie Tyler have never known who they are or where they came from, but they have always
known that they possess extraordinary powers. When Scott is kidnapped by the sinister Nightrise Corporation and Jamie
is framed for a murder, they realize that they must use those powers if they are going to survive. But Jamie is catapulted
thousands of years into the past, bringing him face to face with the full horror of the Old Ones…

556. Raven’s Gate #1		

557. Evil Star #2

558-564. Rainbow Magic the Magical Crafts Fairies (Daisy Meadows and Georgie Ripper) $9.99 $9.00ea

The next instalment in the ever-popular Rainbow Magic series.

558.
559.
560.
561.

Kayla the Pottery Fairy #141
Annabelle the Drawing Fairy #142
Zadie the Sewing Fairy #143
Josie the Jewellery-Making Fairy #144

562. Violet the Painting Fairy #145
563. Libby the Story-Writing Fairy #146
564. Roxie the Baking Fairy #147

565-568. Robot Races (Axel Lewis) 

$11.99 $10.80ea

Eleven-year-old Jimmy Roberts has always loved watching the Robot Races, where daring drivers and their super-smart
talking robots race through the world’s most dangerous places. When a new race for kids is announced, Jimmy is desperate to
compete, though he can’t even afford a toy robot. But then Jimmy’s grandpa reveals that he hasn’t always been a taxi driver…

565. Canyon Chaos #1

566. Rainforest Rampage #2

567. Arctic Adventure #3

568. Desert Disaster #4

569. School for Good and Evil #2: World Without Princes (Soman Chainani) 

$14.99 $13.50ea

After saving themselves and their fellow students from a life pitched against one another, Sophie and Agatha are back home
again, living happily ever after. But life isn’t exactly a fairytale... When Agatha secretly wishes she’d chosen a different happy
ending with Prince Tedros, the gates to the School for Good and Evil open once again. But Good and Evil are no longer
enemies and Princes and Princesses may not be what they seem, as new bonds form and old ones shatter.

570. School for Good and Evil #1
571. Spirit Animal #4: Fire and Ice (Shannon Hale) 

$12.99 $11.70

572. Wild Born #1
573. Hunted #2

$12.99 $11.70

Strange things are happening at the frozen edge of the world. Conor, Abeke, Meilin, and Rollan have crisscrossed Erdas in
their quest to stop the ruthless Conquerors. Only the four of them, supported by the gifts of their legendary spirit animals,
have the power to defeat an evil takeover. While chasing down a lead in the cold North, the heroes arrive at a quiet village
where not everything is as it seems.

$6.50 $5.85
$12.99 $11.70

574. Blood Ties #3 (Garth Nix) 

575. Spooks: A New Darkness (Joseph Delaney) 

$17.99 $16.20

576. Stink and the Shark Sleepover (Megan McDonald) 

$19.95 $17.96

‘It’s a dangerous job, but someone has to do it.’ For years, the local Spook kept the county safe from evil. But now his time
has ended, and there is only one boy who can take over - Thomas Ward, barely more than a child himself. Now he too must
take on an apprentice, a girl called Jenny who is untested but willing to be trained in the dangerous life of a Spook. Ages 13+
Shark-tastic! Stink gets to sleep with the fishes after his parents win an aquarium sleepover. But wait – what’s that lurking
beyond the KEEP OUT sign? Hardback.
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577. Stories of the First World War (Jim Eldridge) 

$17.99 $16.20

578-589. Time Hunters (Chris Blake) 

$9.99 $9.00ea

The story of the war of 1914-1918 told through the experiences of twelve children and young people. From the efforts on the
Home Front in both Britain and Germany, to the young soldiers in the trenches at the Western Front and from the horrors of
Gallipoli to the naval battle of Jutland.
Travel through time with Tom as he battles the mightiest warriors of the past! When Tom bangs on a drum in a museum he
releases an ancient curse. Now he must go back in time and track down six golden coins...

578.
579.
580.
581.

Gladiator Clash #1
Knight Quest #2
Viking Raiders #3
Greek Warriors #4

582.
583.
584.
585.

Pirate Mutiny #5
Egyptian Curse #6
Cowboy Showdown #7
Samurai Assassin #8

586.
587.
588.
589.

Outback Outlaw #9
Stone Age Rampage #10
Mohican Brave #11 NEW
Aztec Attack #12 NEW

590. Tom Gates: A Tiny Bit Lucky #7 (Liz Pichon) 

$15.99 $14.40ea

Me, Derek and Norman need some SERIOUS band practice for the Rockweekly Bandbattle Audition. But I’m not panicking
because we have LOADS of time... (I think?)

591. Brilliant World of Tom Gates #1
592. Excellent Excuses and Other Good Stuff #2
593. Everything’s Amazing (Sort Of) #3

594. Tom Gates: Genius Ideas (Mostly) #4
595. Tom Gates Is Absolutely Fantastic #5
596. Tom Gates: Extra Special Treats (Not) #6

597. True Stories: World War 1 (Clive Gifford) 

$14.99 $13.50

598. True Stories: World War 2 (Clive Gifford) 

$14.99 $13.50

The book contains nine short stories dealing with different aspects of life during World War I. It includes the stories of flying
aces such as the ‘Red Baron’, the story of Lawrence of Arabia and the stories of brave doctors and nurses such as Edith
Cavell in German occupied Belgium. Complete with glossary, further reading section and index.
The book contains nine short stories dealing with different aspects of life during World War II. Included is the remarkable
survival story of future US President JF Kennedy, the story of the dambusters and a plotted assassination attempt on Hitler.
Complete with glossary, further reading section and index.

599. W.A.R.P #2: Hangman’s Revolution (Eoin Colfer) 

$19.99 $18.00ea

F.B.I. agent Chevie Savano is trapped in a nightmare future. Unless she can return to 19th-century London and change the
course of history, millions will die. Luckily she has Riley, the boy magician and a Victorian gangster with lovely hair to help her
battle two crazed villains, who have brought the military technology of the future back in time.

600. Reluctant Assassin, The #1
601. Willard Price Adventure #4: Python Adventure (Anthony McGowan) 

$14.99 $13.50ea

Amazon and her cousin Frazer are members of Tracks. Normally they protect the world’s rarest animals, but their mission just
got personal. Amazon’s parents have been kidnapped - and the trail leads to the buzzing city of Mumbai, India.

602. Leopard Adventure #1

603. Shark Adventure #2

604. Bear Adventure #3

HOT TOPIC: WORLD CUP FOOTBALL (605-623)
(Includes GST)
(RRP) (school)

605. Billy Bonkers and the Wacky World Cup (Giles Andreae) $12.99 $11.70

Put your trainers on, Billy Bonkers is back with more amazing adventures! This time he’s landing a plane and flying through the
air in a hot-air balloon to watch the World Cup final. Billy and his family are so wacky, you will laugh your socks off!

606. Football Focus: World Cup Football (Clive Gifford) 

$27.99 $25.20

From its long history to the preparations for the 2014 World Cup in Brazil, this fascinating book is an essential guide for players
and spectators. Find out how qualifying rounds work, see where the matches will be held in 2014 and read about previous
winners.

607-610. Football File (James Nixon) 

$19.99 $18.00ea

The Football File series shows you how to master the beautiful game. Each book has tips for training and playing, as well as
an introduction to some of the stars of the sport.

607. Defending and Goalkeeping
608. Passing and Dribbling

609. Rules of the Game
610. Shooting and Scoring

611. Football Joke Book (Clive Gifford) 

$14.99 $13.50

612. Football Star (Mina Javaherbin and Renato Alarcao) 

$24.95 $22.46

613. Kicking a Ball (Alan Ahlberg and Sebastien Braun) 

$14.99 $13.50

614. Kingfisher Football Encyclopedia, The (Clive Gifford) 

$19.99 $18.00

Have a laugh this World Cup with this fantastically funny collection of football jokes. With jokes galore, puns, one liners, visual
gags and play on words, this book will have everyone laughing! Hilarious illustrations add to the fun.

When Paulo Marcelo Feliciano becomes a football star, crowds will cheer his famous name! Then his mother won’t have to
work long hours, and he won’t have to work all day on a fishing boat. For now, Paulo takes care of his little sister Maria (she
teaches him reading, he teaches her football moves) and walks her to school. At the day’s end, it’s time to plan the game,
where Givo will bounce, Carlos will kick - and Jose will fly! But when Jose falls on his wrist, will the team finally break the rules
and let a girl show her stuff?
For anyone who can’t see a ball without wanting to kick it, head it, shoot it, or boot it! ‘Not eating an ice-cream, Or riding
a bike, No - kicking a ball Is what I like.’ ‘What I like best, yes, most of all in my whole life is ...kicking a ball.’ A wonderful
rhyming story to read aloud,

Fully revised and updated for the 2014 World Cup, The Kingfisher Football Encyclopedia captures the triumph and despair of
pivotal moments in world football. Dramatic full-spread photos and digital artworks recreate famous moves and goals, while
each chapter includes links to stable websites, providing a valuable access point to databases of players, international results
and club histories. Includes a pull-out World Cup results chart.
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615. Maisy Plays Soccer (Lucy Cousins) 

$19.95 $17.96

616-618. Maxx Rumble Soccer (Michael Wagner and Terry Denton) 

$9.95 $8.96ea

Maisy and her friends can’t wait to play soccer! Maisy puts on her uniform, laces up her sneakers, and heads to the field.
Charlie, Tallulah, and Dotty are on the blue team, while Maisy, Cyril, and Eddie are on the red. Let’s play! Soon enough the
game heats up, with plenty of action, excitement, and suspense. Who will be the first team to score a goal?
Follow Maxx, Rexx and the Stone Valley Saints through a tough (and hilarious) season of soccer mayhem.

616. Knockout! #1

617. Shocker! #2				

618. Grand Final! #3

619. Official 2014 Fifa World Cup Brazil Kids’ Handbook (Ben Hubbard) 

$12.95 $11.66

620. Record Busters: World Cup Football (Clive Gifford) 

$27.99 $25.20

621. Story of the World Cup, The (Richard Brassey) 

$12.99 $11.70

622. Usborne Football School (Compilation) 

$24.99 $22.50

623. Wonder Goal! (Michael Foreman) 

$16.99 $15.30

This book is bursting with information about the host country, Brazil, plus the stadiums, star players, FIFA World Cup facts,
statistics, and more. There are football puzzles, quizzes, games, a tricky double-page search-and-find puzzle, and colourful
stickers to stick in. A foldout back jacket with a fill-in progress chart lets you record match results as the tournament
progresses.
Perfect for capturing a young general reader’s or an older reluctant reader’s interest, this hi-lo title features gripping, minimal,
fact-based text, dramatic and impactful pictures, and an edgy design to reveal the best player, best team and best stadium!

From the first tournament in Uruguay to England’s legendary 1966 win and beyond, with red cards, penalty shoot-outs and
goals galore, there are fun facts for all football fans. It has global potential - every country on Earth follows the World Cup!
Contains everything the young footballer could need to know, whether they want to be an agile attacker, dangerous defender
or a great goalkeeper. Packed with action photographs and easy-to-understand diagrams.

Like many children all over the world, a small boy dreams of winning the World Cup! But in the meantime, scoring the perfect,
time-stopping goal would be just fine. And once you’ve done that, who knows what the future might hold?

INFORMATION (624-665)
(Includes GST)
(RRP) (school)

624. AFL: Amazing Footy Facts (Compilation) 

$12.99 $11.70

625. All About Everything (Dorling Kindersley) 

$19.99 $18.00

626. All About the Commonwealth (Anita Ganeri) 

$27.99 $25.20

627-634. Australian Geographic History (Various) 

$24.99 $22.50ea

Which team holds the record for the highest score ever recorded in VFL/AFL history? How many Grand Final draws have been
played? Which player holds the record for kicking the most goals? Discover the answers to these, and many more questions,
in this amazing facts and stats book.
Containing a diverse mix of topics, from dinosaurs and animals to history and space, this highly illustrated collection of
information is presented in a colourful, kid-friendly style with lively, informative text including quizzes and activities.
All About the Commonwealth looks at the history of the Commonwealth and traces the development of this important
institution from its inception until today. Included is information on the British Empire and the independence of its former
colonies, the role of our present Queen, how the Commonwealth works today, mutual co-operation such as trade and aid,
and cultural activities including the Commonwealth Games.
A new series about early Australian history. Written specifically with the new Australian History Curriculum in mind. Books in
the series cover content for Year 4 - First Contacts, Year 5 - The Australian Colonies, Year 6 - Australia as a Nation.

627.
628.
629.
630.

Failure to Understand, A (Year 4)
First Fleet, The (Year 4)
Gold Rushes (Year 5)
Immigration Since 1901 (Year 6)

631.
632.
633.
634.

Life in Colonial Australia (Year 5)
Major Events in Colonial History 1788-1900
They Came to Australia
Visions of a Nation

635. Big Book of Aussie Dinosaurs (Kel Richards and Glen Singleton) 

$16.99 $15.30

Stomp your way through the BIG world of Aussie dinosaurs! Discover the wonderful world of prehistoric Australia including
loads of pictures and facts on every page - and even a pronunciation guide to help kids say all those tricky dino-names!

636-638. Comparing Past and Present (Rebecca Rissman) 

$24.99 $22.50ea

Read Comparing Past and Present to learn how life has changed over time! Photographs and clear text compare and contrast
modern and historical activities in a child-friendly format, making this a great tool for discussing how life has changed over
the years.

636. Going to School

637. Going to the Doctor

638. Washing and Cleaning

639. Children’s Book of Cinema (Dorling Kindersley) 

$29.99 $27.00

640. Commonwealth Games, The (Moira Butterfield) 

$27.99 $25.20

641. Every Day is Malala Day (Rosemary McCarney) 

$12.99 $11.70

Explore the fascinating art of special effects and the trickery involved in making the unbelievable look real. Plus, tips on simple
movie-making techniques invite kids to start capturing their own stories on camera. Perfect for film buffs eager to learn about
the enthralling universe of film.
With Glasgow 2014 around the corner, The Commonwealth Games is an invaluable ready-reference guide for young readers
to the sports included in the competition. The book offers a look at the history of both the Commonwealth and the British
Empire Games before adding key information about the sporting events that will make up the Games in 2014.
A young girl living in Pakistan was shot by the Taliban simply because she wanted to go to school. Since that moment, she
has captured the attention of the world with her bravery, becoming a voice for the rights of girls everywhere. This is a letter
to Malala, illustrated with beautiful photographs. Girls from around the world expressed their sympathy, sisterhood, and
admiration for her. In Malala these girls recognise a leader, a champion and a friend.
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642. Eye to Eye (Steve Jenkins) 

$24.99 $22.50

643. Funny Faces (Mark Norman) 

$16.95 $15.26

In his latest eye-popping work of picture book non-fiction, Caldecott Honour-winning author-illustrator Steve Jenkins explains
how for most animals, eyes are the most important source of information about the world in a biological sense. The simplest
eyes - clusters of light-sensitive cells - appeared more than one billion years ago, since then, animals have evolved an amazing
variety of eyes, along with often surprising ways to use them.
The faces of some animals may look funny to us but their eyes, ears, noses and mouths are exactly what those animals need
to survive.

644-645. Get Into Art (Susie Brooks) 

$15.99 $14.40ea

A brilliant new way to be inspired by art! A gorgeous children’s activity series that explores a wide range of artists work while
encouraging children to develop their own skills and techniques, Get into Art is perfect for active young artists of all abilities.
Art projects are varied, intriguing and clearly explained and will act as a springboard for plenty of artistic experiments.

644. Get Into Art: Animals			

645. Get Into Art: People

646. Heads Up: Psychology (Dorling Kindersley) 

$19.99 $18.00

647. Look Inside Mummies and Pyramids (Rob Lloyd Jones) 

$19.99 $18.00

648. Meet Douglas Mawson (Mike Dumbleton and Snip Green) 

$24.99 $22.50

649. Our Stories: Australian Federation (Janette Brennan)

$18.95 $17.06

650. Our Stories: Mary’s Australia (Pamela Freeman) 

$17.95 $16.16

651. See Inside Great Cities (Rob Lloyd Jones) 

$19.99 $18.00

652. See Inside the Universe (Alex Firth) 

$19.99 $18.00

“Heads Up Psychology” explores the big ideas from all areas of psychology including psychoanalysis, intelligence, and
mental disorders. With easy-to-understand coverage of all the approaches to psychology, and the ideas of more than 60
psychologists, this introduction to an often complicated subject is written with young-adult readers in mind. Ages 12+
A lift-the-flap information book for young readers which explores life in Ancient Egypt, in particular the rituals that the Egyptian
Pharaohs undertook in preparation for the afterlife: mummification and the construction of pyramids.
Douglas Mawson led the first Australian expedition to the Antarctic. Meet Douglas Mawson tells the story of how Mawson
survived the dangers and challenges of the frozen continent. The ‘Meet’ series tells the exciting stories of the men and women
who have shaped Australia’s history.
Before 1901 the nation of Australia did not exist. Queensland, New South Wales, Victoria, Tasmania, South Australia and
Western Australia were six separate colonies under British rule. But among the people of the colonies, the idea of unity was
emerging: “a whole continent for a nation, and a nation for a continent”. Here’s the story of how ordinary citizens became
the first in the world to write and vote for their own Constitution, and how they came together to form the nation of Australia.
Mary MacKillop watched Australia grow from a collection of small colonies into a nation - and she was proud of the country
she had a part in creating. How did Australia change in her lifetime? And how much influence did Mary MacKillop have in
shaping Australia?
A flap book for older children that shows the varied and vibrant lives of the world’s greatest cities, including London, Paris and
New York. It features illustrations and over 80 flaps that reveal the hustle and bustle of everyday city life.

What’s the universe made of? Where did everything come from? Lift the flaps in this fascinating book to reveal some of the
amazing discoveries astronomers and physicists have made in their quest to unlock the mysteries of the Universe. Discover
planets, stars and galaxies and explore intergalactic space, with over 70 flaps to lift.

653. Smart Kids: Coral Reef (Compilation) 

$9.99 $9.00

Children can dive into the oceans to discover shimmering shoals of fish, colourful corals, deadly reef predators and more in
this new Smart Kids book. Packed with incredible facts, and featuring amazing underwater photography. Ideal introduction to
the bustling underwater world of the coral reef.

654. Stephen Biesty’s Giant Vehicles (Rod Green and Stephen Biesty) 

$24.95 $22.46

655. Story of Buildings, The (Patrick Dillon and Stephen Biesty) 

$32.95 $29.66

656. Story of Nelson Mandela, The (Bill Keller) 

$12.99 $11.70

657. Usborne Making Sweets (Abigail Wheatley) 

$24.99 $22.50

658. Utterly Amazing Science (Robert Winston) 

$29.99 $27.00

See inside some of the world’s most enormous vehicles in this amazing lift-the-flap book. Discover eight monster machines:
from the double-decker Airbus to the largest submarine on Earth, and from the planet’s most massive dumper truck to the
biggest helicopter ever made.
From straw huts to skyscrapers, palaces to arts centres, The Story of Buildings takes us on a journey across continents and
over centuries. Patrick Dillon selects sixteen of the most iconic buildings from around the world including the Parthenon,
Notre Dame Cathedral, The Taj Mahal, The Forbidden City, The Bauhaus, Crystal Palace, The Sydney Opera House and The
Pompidou Centre, and tells the remarkable human story behind each of them.
He was a child of royalty, born and raised to defend tradition. But his African name - Rolihlahla, meaning ‘tree shaker’ - hinted
at a very different future. Nelson Mandela would spend most of his life shaking his country to its roots. This newly updated
edition looks back on Mandela’s life, offering a clear-eyed view of his legacy and bringing his remarkable story to a new
generation of readers. 128 pages.
Features simple, step-by-step instructions that show how to make a range of delicious sweet treats from peppermint creams
to marzipan mice. Suitable for young cooks, this title features recipes that have been thoroughly tested to ensure perfect
results every time, and none of them require the use of any dangerous techniques such as boiling sugar.
Utterly Amazing Science is an engaging, eye-catching approach to exploring what makes the world go round. Discover
the incredible core topics in the world of science, including forces and motions, light and colour, elements and matter, and
magnets and electricity with clear explanations and fun activities to help you understand the building blocks of science.

659-662. What Happens When We Recycle? (Jillian Powell) 

$19.99 $18.00ea

An engaging and very visual new series that introduces young readers to the idea of the recycling process.

659. Food and Garden Waste

660. Metal

661. Plastic

663-665. World in Infographics (Jon Richards) 

662. Water
$19.99 $18.00ea

This exciting form of data visualisation uses icons, pictograms and graphics to present information to kids in a whole new way.
All visualised in beautifully designed infographics and graphic organisers.

663. Animal Kingdom
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664. Art and Entertainment

665. Natural Resources

JULY/AUGUST NEW RELEASES (666-694)
(Includes GST)
(RRP) (school)

666-669. Classic Big Books (Various) 

$32.95 $29.66ea

Bouncy illustrations, innovative die cutting and popular rhymes bring these old favourites in Big Book format to life.

666. Hickory Dickory Dock Big Book
667. Itsy Bitsy Spider Big Book

668. Little Miss Muffet Big Book
669. Mary Had a Little Lamb Big Book

670. C
 ryptic Casebook of Coco Carlomagno #5: Quivering Quavers
(Ursula Dubosarsky and Terry Denton) 

$9.99 $9.00ea

Coco Carlomagno is trying to avert a national disaster. La Bella Cucharita, the highly strung world-famous opera singer, is due
to make her return to the stage after an unfortunate nerve-wracking incident - but a strange message has her rattled. Who on
earth would send La Bella Cucharita mysterious notes on the eve of such an eagerly awaited performance? Australian Novel.

671. Perplexing Pineapple, The #1 Available		
672. Looming Lamplight, The #2 Available		

673. Missing Mongoose, The #3 Available
674. Dismal Daffodil, The #4 Available

675. Graveyard Book Volume 1: Graphic Novel (Neil Gaiman) 

$19.99 $18.00

676. I Spy a Great Reader (Jackie French) 

$19.99 $18.00

A full colour graphic novel of The Graveyard Book, adapted by P. Craig Russell and illustrated by an extraordinary team of
renowned artists. Inventive, chilling, and filled with wonder, Neil Gaiman’s The Graveyard Book reaches new heights in this
stunning adaptation.
Award-winning author Jackie French knows what it is to struggle with reading and literacy. Drawing on her own experience
with dyslexia, Jackie has written this book to help parents identify the possible reading difficulties their children may have. All
children learn differently, and Jackie offers many fun and rewarding ways to help launch your child into literacy. Non Fiction/
Teacher Reference

677. Jamie Reign #2: Hidden Dragon (Paula Tierney) 

$16.99 $15.30ea

This thrilling sequel to ‘The Last Spirit Warrior’ sees Jamie take to kung fu training with fervor, knowing that Zheng , or at least
part of him, is so close. And despite this, Jade is training Jamie in upper body strength only. If this continues he’ll never beat
Cheng. It’s only Jade’s ability to see into the future that stops Jamie from rebelling entirely. Australian Novel.

678. Jamie Reign: The Last Spirit Warrior #1 Available
679-682. Magic Animal Friends (Daisy Meadows) 

$12.99 $11.70ea

Welcome to a magical world where animals talk and play - just like you and me! Best friends Jess and Lily love all animals. But
when they follow a mysterious golden cat into Friendship Forest - a place where animals live in tiny cottages and sip dandelion
tea at the Toadstool Cafe - their summer holidays suddenly become much more magical!

679. Lucy Longwhiskers Gets Lost #1
680. Molly Twinkletail Runs Away #2

681. Ellie Featherbill All Alone #3
682. Bella Tabbypaw in Trouble #4

683. One Minute’s Silence (David Metzenthen and Michael Camilleri) 

$29.99 $27.00

684. Our Village in the Sky (Janeen Brian and Anne Spudvilas) 

$24.99 $22.50

685. Raven’s Wing, The (Frances Watts) 

$16.99 $15.30

In one minute of silence you can imagine sprinting up the beach in Gallipoli in 1915 with the fierce fighting Diggers, but can
you imagine standing beside the brave battling Turks as they defended their homeland from the cliffs above? In the silence
that follows a war long gone, you can see what the soldiers saw, you can feel what the soldiers felt. And if you try, you might
be able to imagine the enemy, and see that he is not so different from you. Australian Picture Book.
‘Our village sits above the great river, nestled in the Himalayan mountains. This is what we do on summer days when school
is closed for holiday time, in our village in the sky. ‘Janeen Brian’s evocative poems, beautifully illustrated by Anne Spudvilas,
reveal how the vital work of children in a remote village can be transformed through imagination into joyful play. Australian
Picture Book
Set in Ancient Rome, ‘The Raven’s Wing’ tells the story of Claudia, who is wrenched from her happy life with her aunt and
uncle to return to the home of her senator father, whom she hasn’t seen since her mother died when she was very young.
Soon Claudia starts to uncover the true reasons behind her father’s newfound interest, and finds herself an unwitting pawn in
her new stepmother’s plots and schemes. Australian Novel.

686. Seven Wonders #3: Tomb of Shadows (Peter Lerangis) 

$16.99 $15.30ea

Jack McKinley and his friends are the Select. Their powers are growing at a furious rate and must find seven magical object
to save themselves - and the world. Two treasures have already been found, but time is running out… Marco has betrayed
his friends and ancient secrets are coming unravelled. The Select don’t know who to trust or where to turn, but they must
fight on. Jack, Aly and Cass race to the next stop on their quest, where they have to face their own demons and engage in
an epic battle with shadows of the dead. Middle Novel.

687. Colossus Rises, The #1 Available		

688. Lost in Babylon #2 Available

689. Ship Kings #3: War of the Four Isles, The (Andrew Mc Gahan) 

$22.99 $20.70

690. Coming of the Whirlpool #1 Available
691. Voyage of the Unquiet Ice #2 Due August

$14.99 $13.50
$14.99 $13.50

692. Top Dog (Rod Clement) 

$24.99 $22.50

693. Use Your Imagination (Nicola O’Byrne) 

$24.99 $22.50

694. Big Sky Mind (Whitney Stewart and Sally Rippin) 

$25.99 $23.40

Nearly three years have passed since Dow Amber escaped the ruin of the Twelfth Kingdom. In that time war has raged all
across the Four Isles, but Dow himself has been hidden away from the major battles by his Twin Islands hosts, relegated to a
backwater of the war, in the company of the beguiling Cassandra. But when word reaches Dow that Ignella of the Cave has
been imprisoned upon the infamous Ship Kings dungeon-isle of Banishment, he can be patient no longer. He sets forth upon
an epic voyage that will take him halfway around the world to the discovery at last of his true purpose upon the high seas.

There’s no doubt it’s a dog-eat-dog environment in the corporate world, but Samson the poodle is up for the challenge. In
fact - ‘Samson may be the boss1 but he’s a good boss. He rewards his troops well - With a pat on the head, a kind word
and every now and then, a little treat. (Bone-us) ‘

Rabbit is BORED. What shall he do? Luckily, Wolf has the perfect solution. “Why not write a story?” he suggests. “I am a
librarian, you know.” Well, Rabbit is just delighted - what a brilliant idea! And so Wolf teaches Rabbit to use his imagination to
create the perfect story with lots of exciting props and interesting characters.
You know when you’re having a really bad day and nothing seems to go right? You feel scared, sad and mad all at the same
time, and you don’t know what to do. With nine simple mindfulness exercises, you can learn how to soften your emotions,
grow your heart, feel protected and discover your inner wisdom. Picture Book format.
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